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Push-Down Trees:
Optimal Self-Adjusting Complete Trees

Chen Avin, Kaushik Mondal, and Stefan Schmid

Abstract—This paper studies a fundamental algorithmic prob-
lem related to the design of demand-aware networks: networks
whose topologies adjust toward the traffic patterns they serve,
in an online manner. The goal is to strike a tradeoff between
the benefits of such adjustments (shorter routes) and their costs
(reconfigurations). In particular, we consider the problem of
designing a self-adjusting tree network which serves single-
source, multi-destination communication. The problem is a central
building block for more general self-adjusting network designs
and has interesting connections to self-adjusting datastructures.
We present two constant-competitive online algorithms for this
problem, one randomized and one deterministic. Our approach
is based on a natural notion of Most Recently Used (MRU) tree,
maintaining a working set. We prove that the working set is a
cost lower bound for any online algorithm, and then present
a randomized algorithm RANDOM-PUSH which approximates
such an MRU tree at low cost, by pushing less recently used
communication partners down the tree, along a random walk. Our
deterministic algorithm MOVE-HALF does not directly maintain
an MRU tree, but its cost is still proportional to the cost of an
MRU tree, and also matches the working set lower bound.

Index Terms—Reconfigurable networks, Online algorithms,
Self-adjusting datastructures, Competitive analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

While datacenter networks traditionally rely on a fixed
topology, recent optical technologies enable reconfigurable
topologies which can adjust to the demand (i.e., traffic pattern)
they serve in an online manner, e.g. [15], [27], [30], [32], [33],
[42]. Indeed, the physical topology is emerging as the next
frontier in an ongoing effort to render networked systems more
flexible.

In principle, such topological reconfigurations can be used
to provide shorter routes between frequently communicating
nodes, exploiting structure in traffic patterns [6], [37], [42], and
hence to improve performance. However, the design of self-
adjusting networks which dynamically optimize themselves
toward the demand introduces an algorithmic challenge: an
online algorithm needs to be devised which guarantees an
efficient tradeoff between the benefits (i.e., shorter route
lengths) and costs (in terms of reconfigurations) of topological
optimizations.

This paper focuses on the design of a self-adjusting complete
tree (CT) network: a network of nodes (e.g., top-of-rack
switches) that forms a complete tree (i.e., the tree is balanced
and each internal node has degree 3), and we measure the
routing cost in terms of the path length between two nodes in
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the tree. Trees are not only a most fundamental topological
structure of their own merit, but also a crucial building block for
more general self-adjusting network designs: it is known that
multiple tree networks (optimized individually for a single
source node, hence called ego-trees) can be combined to
build general networks which provide low degree and low
distortion [7], [9], [45]. The design of a dynamic single-source
multi-destination communication tree, as studied in this paper,
is hence a stepping stone. Indeed, reconfigurable networks such
as ReNets [12] leverage dynamic ego-trees to efficiently serve
sparse traffic matrices which can evolve over time, as it is
typically the case in practice [6], [37].

The focus on trees is further motivated by a relation-
ship of our problem to problems arising in self-adjusting
datastructures [11]: self-adjusting datastructures such as self-
adjusting search trees [53] have the appealing property that
they optimize themselves to the workload, leveraging temporal
locality, but without knowing the future. Ideally, self-adjusting
datastructures store items which will be accessed (frequently)
in the future, in a way that they can be accessed quickly (e.g.,
close to the root, in case of a binary search tree), while also
accounting for reconfiguration costs. However, in contrast to
most datastructures, in a network, the search property is not
required: the network supports routing. Accordingly our model
can be seen as a novel flavor of such self-adjusting binary search
trees1 where lookup is supported by a source routing: source
routing simplifies the control plane of a reconfigurable network,
as it avoids complex re-computations of the paths under
topological changes. In datastructure terminology, the source
maintains a map about the locations of possible destinations on
the tree, and adds the corresponding path to the packet header.
More details will follow.

We present a formal model for this problem later, but a
few observations are easy to make. If we restrict ourselves
to the special case of a line network (a “linear tree”), the
problem of optimally arranging the destinations of a given
single communication source is equivalent to the well-known
dynamic list update problem: for such self-adjusting (un-
ordered) lists, constant-competitive online algorithms (known
as dynamically optimal [23]) have been known for a long
time [52]. In particular, the simple move-to-front algorithm
which immediately promotes the accessed item to the front
of the list, fulfills the Most-Recently Used (MRU) property:
the ith furthest away item from the front of the list is the ith

most recently used item. In the list (and hence on the line),
this property is enough to guarantee optimality. The MRU

1In binary search trees, each internal node stores a value greater than all
the values in the node’s left subtree and smaller than all the values in its right
subtree, and hence searching a value is easy.
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property is related to the so called working set property: the
cost of accessing item x at time t depends on the number of
distinct items accessed since the last access of x prior to time t,
including x. Naturally, we wonder whether the MRU property
is enough to guarantee optimality also in our case. The answer
turns out to be non-trivial.

A first contribution of this paper is the observation that if we
count only access cost (ignoring any rearrangement cost, see
Definition 1 for details), the answer is affirmative: the most-
recently used tree is what is called access optimal. Furthermore,
we show that the corresponding access cost is a lower bound
for any algorithm which is dynamically optimal. But securing
this property, i.e., maintaining the most-recently used items
close to the root in the tree, introduces a new challenge: how to
achieve this at low cost? In particular, assuming that swapping
the locations of items comes at a unit cost, can the property be
maintained at cost proportional to the access cost? As we show,
strictly enforcing the most-recently used property in a tree is
too costly to achieve optimality. But, as we will show, when
turning to an approximate most-recently used property, we are
able to show two important properties: i) such an approximation
is good enough to guarantee access optimality; and ii) it can
be maintained in expectation using a randomized algorithm:
less recently used communication partners are pushed down
the tree along a random walk.

While the most-recently used property is sufficient, it is
not necessary: we provide a deterministic algorithm which
is dynamically optimal but does not even maintain the MRU
property approximately. However, its cost is still proportional
to the cost of an MRU tree (Definition 6).

Succinctly, we make the following contributions. First we
show a working set lower bound for our problem. We do so by
proving that an MRU tree is access optimal. In the following
theorem, let WS(σ) denote the working set of σ (a formal
definition will follow later).

Theorem 1: Consider a request sequence σ. Any algorithm
ALG serving σ using a self-adjusting complete tree, has cost
at least cost(ALG(σ)) ≥ WS(σ)/4, where WS(σ) is the
working set of σ.

Our main contribution is a deterministic online algorithm
MOVE-HALF which maintains a constant competitive self-
adjusting Complete Tree (CT) network.

Theorem 2: MOVE-HALF algorithm is dynamically optimal.
Interestingly, MOVE-HALF does not require the MRU

property and hence does not need to maintain MRU tree.
This implies that maintaining a working set on CTs is not a
necessary condition for dynamic optimality, although it is a
sufficient one.

Furthermore, we present a dynamically optimal, i.e., constant
competitive (on expectation) randomized algorithm for self-
adjusting CTs called RANDOM-PUSH. RANDOM-PUSH relies
on maintaining an approximate MRU tree.

Theorem 3: The RANDOM-PUSH algorithm is dynamically
optimal on expectation.

II. MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

We first present our formal model in an abstract form.
Subsequently, we will put the model into perspective with

regards to demand-aware reconfigurable network topologies.

A. Abstract Model

Our problem can be formalized using the following simple
model. We consider a single source that needs to communicate
with a set of n nodes V = {v1, . . . , vn}. The nodes are
arranged in a complete binary tree and the source is connected
to the root of the tree. While the tree describes a reconfigurable
network, we will use terminology from datastructures, to
highlight this relationship and avoid the need to introduce
new terms.

We consider a complete tree T connecting n servers
S = {s1, . . . , sn}. We will denote by s1(T ) the root of
the tree T , or s1 when T is clear from the context, and by
si.left (resp. si.right) the left (resp. right) child of server
si. We assume that the n servers store n items (nodes)
V = {v1, . . . , vn}, one item per server. For any i ∈ [1, n]
and any time t, we will denote by si.guest

(t) ∈ V the item
mapped to si at time t. Similarly, vi.host

(t) ∈ S denotes
the server hosting item vi. Note that if vi.host

(t) = sj then
sj .guest

(t) = vi.
The depth of a server si is fixed and describes the distance

from the root; it is denoted by si.dep, and s1.dep = 0. The
depth of an item vi at time t is denoted by vi.dep

(t), and is
given by the depth of the server to which vi is mapped at time
t. Note that vi.dep(t) = vi.host.dep

(t).
To this end, we interpret communication requests from the

source as accesses to items stored in the (unordered) tree.
All access requests (resp. communication requests) to items
(resp. nodes) originate from the root s1. If an item (resp. node)
is frequently requested, it can make sense to move this item
(node) closer to the root of T : this is achieved by swapping
items which are neighboring in the tree (resp. by performing
local topological swaps).

Access requests occur over time, forming a (finite or infinite)
sequence σ = (σ(1), σ(2), . . .), where σ(t) = vi ∈ V denotes
that item vi is requested, and needs to be accessed at time t. The
sequence σ (henceforth also called the workload) is revealed
one-by-one to an online algorithm ON. The working set of an
item vi at time t is the set of distinct items accessed since the
last access of vi prior to time t, including vi. We define the
rank of item vi at time t to be the size of the working set of vi
at time t and denote it as vi.rank(t). When t is clear of context,
we simply write vi.rank. The working set bound of sequence
σ of m requests is defined as WS(σ) =

∑m
t=1 log(σ

(t).rank).
Both serving (i.e., routing) the request and adjusting the

configuration comes at a cost. We will discuss the two cost
components in turn. Upon a request, i.e., whenever the source
wants to communicate to a partner, it routes to it via the tree T .
To this end, a message passed between nodes can include, for
each node it passes, a bit indicating which child to forward the
message next (requires O(log n) bits). Such a source routing
header can be built based on a dynamic global map of the tree
that is maintained at the source node. As mentioned, the source
node is a direct neighbor of the root of the tree, aware of all
requests, and therefore it can maintain the map. The access
cost is hence given by the distance between the root and the
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<latexit sha1_base64="6DFJ/no3YX8qddMthKeo1fAL4m8=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV67HgxWMF0xbaUDbbbbt0swm7k0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0HW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLaNHGqGfdZLGPdDqnhUijuo0DJ24nmNAolb4Xj+7nfmnBtRKyecJrwIKJDJQaCUbSSP+lltVmvVHYr7gJknXg5KUOORq/01e3HLI24QiapMR3PTTDIqEbBJJ8Vu6nhCWVjOuQdSxWNuAmyxbEzcmmVPhnE2pZCslB/T2Q0MmYahbYzojgyq95c/M/rpDi4CzKhkhS5YstFg1QSjMn8c9IXmjOUU0so08LeStiIasrQ5lO0IXirL6+TZrXiXVeqjzfl+m0eRwHO4QKuwIMa1OEBGuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucP1AaOqA==</latexit>

v8
<latexit sha1_base64="fqZyEzk642LzKS1ld+QJ7IfFdCE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7bHgxWMF0xbaUDbbabt0swm7m0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0qeNUMfRZLGLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7UQhjUKBrXB8P/dbE1Sax/LJTBMMIjqUfMAZNVbyJ72sNuuVym7FXYCsEy8nZcjR6JW+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5iQkyqgxnAmfFbqoxoWxMh9ixVNIIdZAtjp2RS6v0ySBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRaDsjakZ61ZuL/3md1AxqQcZlkhqUbLlokApiYjL/nPS5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjaiijJj8ynaELzVl9dJs1rxrivVx5ty/TaPowDncAFX4MEd1OEBGuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucP1YuOqQ==</latexit>

v9
<latexit sha1_base64="KebRrlCsIwhiqCqMGvqjKONQ2mU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkVP24FLx4rmLbQlrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjholTzbjPYhnrVkANl0JxHwVK3ko0p1EgeTMY3c/85phrI2L1hJOEdyM6UCIUjKKV/HEvu5v2SmW34s5BVomXkzLkqPdKX51+zNKIK2SSGtP23AS7GdUomOTTYic1PKFsRAe8bamiETfdbH7slJxbpU/CWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhSHZtmbif957RTD224mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjMPid9oTlDObGEMi3srYQNqaYMbT5FG4K3/PIqaVQr3mWl+nhVrl3ncRTgFM7gAjy4gRo8QB18YCDgGV7hzVHOi/PufCxa15x85gT+wPn8AdcQjqo=</latexit>

v10
<latexit sha1_base64="aQ4X9W5CEKVIgb0ZN6IbiPEZyKo=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWUY8FLx4r2Fpol5JNs21sNlmSbKEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o8La+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaXbITFMcMmallvB2olmJA4FewxHtzP/ccy04Uo+2EnCgpgMJI84JdZJrXEv871pr1zxqt4ceJX4OalAjkav/NXtK5rGTFoqiDEd30tskBFtORVsWuqmhiWEjsiAdRyVJGYmyObXTvGZU/o4UtqVtHiu/p7ISGzMJA5dZ0zs0Cx7M/E/r5Pa6CbIuExSyyRdLIpSga3Cs9dxn2tGrZg4Qqjm7lZMh0QTal1AJReCv/zyKmnVqv5FtXZ/Walf5XEU4QRO4Rx8uIY63EEDmkDhCZ7hFd6QQi/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfPzpUjtw=</latexit>

v11
<latexit sha1_base64="YBPZgIv2p5RBHNjyVV62oqhVTPI=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lUUY8FLx4r2Fpol5JNs21sNlmSbKEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurO9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMirVlDWpEkq3Q2KY4JI1LbeCtRPNSBwK9hiObmf+45hpw5V8sJOEBTEZSB5xSqyTWuNehvG0V674VX8OtEpwTiqQo9Erf3X7iqYxk5YKYkwH+4kNMqItp4JNS93UsITQERmwjqOSxMwE2fzaKTpzSh9FSruSFs3V3xMZiY2ZxKHrjIkdmmVvJv7ndVIb3QQZl0lqmaSLRVEqkFVo9jrqc82oFRNHCNXc3YrokGhCrQuo5ELAyy+vklatii+qtfvLSv0qj6MIJ3AK54DhGupwBw1oAoUneIZXePOU9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifPzvZjt0=</latexit>

v12
<latexit sha1_base64="iNPoUYoXqRr2jI8r9H6Ok+JstlY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWUY8FLx4r2Fpol5JNs21sNlmSbKEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o8La+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaXbITFMcMmallvB2olmJA4FewxHtzP/ccy04Uo+2EnCgpgMJI84JdZJrXEv82vTXrniVb058Crxc1KBHI1e+avbVzSNmbRUEGM6vpfYICPacirYtNRNDUsIHZEB6zgqScxMkM2vneIzp/RxpLQrafFc/T2RkdiYSRy6zpjYoVn2ZuJ/Xie10U2QcZmklkm6WBSlAluFZ6/jPteMWjFxhFDN3a2YDokm1LqASi4Ef/nlVdKqVf2Lau3+slK/yuMowgmcwjn4cA11uIMGNIHCEzzDK7whhV7QO/pYtBZQPnMMf4A+fwA9Xo7e</latexit>

v13
<latexit sha1_base64="NpiImz+ehrsRO0pr0TbhT5oG0zM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ltRT0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJsoWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wucv8zpQqzaR4NLOY+hEeCRYygo2V2tNB6tXng3LFrboLoHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/KEkSUWEIx1r3PDc2foqVYYTTeamfaBpjMsEj2rNU4IhqP11cO0cXVhmiUCpbwqCF+nsixZHWsyiwnRE2Y73qZeJ/Xi8x4a2fMhEnhgqyXBQmHBmJstfRkClKDJ9Zgoli9lZExlhhYmxAJRuCt/ryOmnXql69Wnu4qjSu8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qEJLSDwBM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc+447f</latexit>

v14
<latexit sha1_base64="HLQQzUt91aFbEwYyWClOr+fyk2g=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtRT0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJsoWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wucv8zpQqzaR4NLOY+hEeCRYygo2V2tNB6tXng3LFrboLoHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/KEkSUWEIx1r3PDc2foqVYYTTeamfaBpjMsEj2rNU4IhqP11cO0cXVhmiUCpbwqCF+nsixZHWsyiwnRE2Y73qZeJ/Xi8x4a2fMhEnhgqyXBQmHBmJstfRkClKDJ9Zgoli9lZExlhhYmxAJRuCt/ryOmnXqt5VtfZQrzSu8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qEJLSDwBM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wdAaI7g</latexit>

v15
<latexit sha1_base64="ThSAJgfuOP5RnpXxlQRMotKD2Wk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKezG5zHgxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7MwyMxsIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7Gd5nfnlClmRSPZhpTP8JDwUJGsLFSa9JPvatZv1xxq+4caJV4OalAjka//NUbSJJEVBjCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuolmsaYjPGQdi0VOKLaT+fXztCZVQYolMqWMGiu/p5IcaT1NApsZ4TNSC97mfif101MeOunTMSJoYIsFoUJR0ai7HU0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtQyYbgLb+8Slq1qndRrT1cVurXeRxFOIFTOAcPbqAO99CAJhB4gmd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QNB7Y7h</latexit>

s1
<latexit sha1_base64="CQDpsA7Sv1sfU0IpDM9dwfuxkBo=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoCcpePFY0X5AG8pmO2mXbjZhdyOU0J/gxYMiXv1F3vw3btsctPXBwOO9GWbmBYng2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHLR2nimGTxSJWnYBqFFxi03AjsJMopFEgsB2Mb2d++wmV5rF8NJME/YgOJQ85o8ZKD7rv9csVt+rOQVaJl5MK5Gj0y1+9QczSCKVhgmrd9dzE+BlVhjOB01Iv1ZhQNqZD7FoqaYTaz+anTsmZVQYkjJUtachc/T2R0UjrSRTYzoiakV72ZuJ/Xjc14bWfcZmkBiVbLApTQUxMZn+TAVfIjJhYQpni9lbCRlRRZmw6JRuCt/zyKmnVqt5FtXZ/Wanf5HEU4QRO4Rw8uII63EEDmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0Vpw8plj+APn8wcELI2b</latexit>

s2
<latexit sha1_base64="I2fX2T4EM6z0p2Q42EBoeM2FajI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9CQFLx4rmLbQhrLZTtqlm03Y3Qgl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSq4Nq777aytb2xubZd2yrt7+weHlaPjlk4yxdBniUhUJ6QaBZfoG24EdlKFNA4FtsPx3cxvP6HSPJGPZpJiENOh5BFn1FjJ1/28Pu1Xqm7NnYOsEq8gVSjQ7Fe+eoOEZTFKwwTVuuu5qQlyqgxnAqflXqYxpWxMh9i1VNIYdZDPj52Sc6sMSJQoW9KQufp7Iqex1pM4tJ0xNSO97M3E/7xuZqKbIOcyzQxKtlgUZYKYhMw+JwOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYfMo2BG/55VXSqte8y1r94arauC3iKMEpnMEFeHANDbiHJvjAgMMzvMKbI50X5935WLSuOcXMCfyB8/kDyj2OqA==</latexit>

s3
<latexit sha1_base64="ITHHZqoeUf9TxAmx5wUZzNdDDU4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0laQU9S8OKxgmkLbSib7bRdutmE3Y1QQn+DFw+KePUHefPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZFyaCa+O6305hY3Nre6e4W9rbPzg8Kh+ftHScKoY+i0WsOiHVKLhE33AjsJMopFEosB1O7uZ++wmV5rF8NNMEg4iOJB9yRo2VfN3P6rN+ueJW3QXIOvFyUoEczX75qzeIWRqhNExQrbuem5ggo8pwJnBW6qUaE8omdIRdSyWNUAfZ4tgZubDKgAxjZUsaslB/T2Q00noahbYzomasV725+J/XTc3wJsi4TFKDki0XDVNBTEzmn5MBV8iMmFpCmeL2VsLGVFFmbD4lG4K3+vI6adWqXr1ae7iqNG7zOIpwBudwCR5cQwPuoQk+MODwDK/w5kjnxXl3PpatBSefOYU/cD5/AMvCjqk=</latexit>

s4
<latexit sha1_base64="gea15FKTDHvslLV1pId2doaIrI4=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lqQU9S8OKxgv2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VWnqQ1WeDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5moPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxbEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01442dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P552TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm0/JhuCtvrxO2rWqd1WtPdQrjds8jiKcwTlcggfX0IB7aEILGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/zUeOqg==</latexit>

s5
<latexit sha1_base64="kXbgPOta3YUL7k694AFDP89E8sw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoicpePFYwbSFNpTNdtou3WzC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjpOFUOfxSJW7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4U0igU2ArHdzO/9YRK81g+mkmCQUSHkg84o8ZKvu5lV9NeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjV75q9uPWRqhNExQrTuem5ggo8pwJnBa6qYaE8rGdIgdSyWNUAfZ/NgpObNKnwxiZUsaMld/T2Q00noShbYzomakl72Z+J/XSc3gJsi4TFKDki0WDVJBTExmn5M+V8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbD4lG4K3/PIqadaq3kW19nBZqd/mcRThBE7hHDy4hjrcQwN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+AM7Mjqs=</latexit>

s6
<latexit sha1_base64="aCvynUezFHjk0DBBTOBZF2l3jnQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqqCcpePFYwbSFNpTNdtou3WzC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxPBtXHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PmjpOFUOfxSJW7ZBqFFyib7gR2E4U0igU2ArHdzO/9YRK81g+mkmCQUSHkg84o8ZKvu5lV9NeueJW3TnIKvFyUoEcjV75q9uPWRqhNExQrTuem5ggo8pwJnBa6qYaE8rGdIgdSyWNUAfZ/NgpObNKnwxiZUsaMld/T2Q00noShbYzomakl72Z+J/XSc3gJsi4TFKDki0WDVJBTExmn5M+V8iMmFhCmeL2VsJGVFFmbD4lG4K3/PIqadaq3kW19nBZqd/mcRThBE7hHDy4hjrcQwN8YMDhGV7hzZHOi/PufCxaC04+cwx/4Hz+ANBRjqw=</latexit>

s7
<latexit sha1_base64="11Vmp0KZJa6Ja1v6R+PADNWW6NQ=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqUE9S8OKxgv2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VWnqQ1WeDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5moPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxbEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01442dcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P552TIFTIjppZQpri9lbAxVZQZm0/JhuCtvrxO2rWqd1WtPVxXGrd5HEU4g3O4BA/q0IB7aEILGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/0daOrQ==</latexit>

s8
<latexit sha1_base64="47XeiYhJ+rE31yLDeQ7FE4fqyFA=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqYE9S8OKxgv2ANpTNdtIu3WzC7kYoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zMCxLBtXHdb6ewsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9P2jpOFcMWi0WsugHVKLjEluFGYDdRSKNAYCeY3M39zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRo2VWnqQ1WeDcsWtuguQdeLlpAI5moPyV38YszRCaZigWvc8NzF+RpXhTOCs1E81JpRN6Ah7lkoaofazxbEzcmGVIQljZUsaslB/T2Q00noaBbYzomasV725+J/XS01Y9zMuk9SgZMtFYSqIicn8czLkCpkRU0soU9zeStiYKsqMzadkQ/BWX14n7VrVu6rWHq4rjds8jiKcwTlcggc30IB7aEILGHB4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWgpPPnMIfOJ8/01uOrg==</latexit>

s9
<latexit sha1_base64="oYJzELahrL9rMcuodAUT893Puls=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoF6k4MVjBdMW2lA222m7dLMJuxuhhP4GLx4U8eoP8ua/cdvmoK0PBh7vzTAzL0wE18Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48auo4VQx9FotYtUOqUXCJvuFGYDtRSKNQYCsc38381hMqzWP5aCYJBhEdSj7gjBor+bqX3Ux75Ypbdecgq8TLSQVyNHrlr24/ZmmE0jBBte54bmKCjCrDmcBpqZtqTCgb0yF2LJU0Qh1k82On5MwqfTKIlS1pyFz9PZHRSOtJFNrOiJqRXvZm4n9eJzWD6yDjMkkNSrZYNEgFMTGZfU76XCEzYmIJZYrbWwkbUUWZsfmUbAje8surpFmrehfV2sNlpX6bx1GEEziFc/DgCupwDw3wgQGHZ3iFN0c6L86787FoLTj5zDH8gfP5A9Tgjq8=</latexit>

s10
<latexit sha1_base64="S4pJjmahUP2dy/WBB7rjbL+DXGs=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWQU9S8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwYz3vGxXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRy6hUU9akSijdCYlhgkvWtNwK1kk0I3EoWDsc38789hPThiv5YCcJC2IylDzilFgntUw/871pv1zxqt4ceJX4OalAjka//NUbKJrGTFoqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuqlhiWEjsmQdR2VJGYmyObXTvGZUwY4UtqVtHiu/p7ISGzMJA5dZ0zsyCx7M/E/r5va6DrIuExSyyRdLIpSga3Cs9fxgGtGrZg4Qqjm7lZMR0QTal1AJReCv/zyKmnVqv5FtXZ/Wanf5HEU4QRO4Rx8uII63EEDmkDhEZ7hFd6QQi/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfPzghjuE=</latexit>

s11
<latexit sha1_base64="NNBV34zACi6BL5vmXSgTC4o+s70=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lUQU9S8OKxgv2AdinZNNvGZpMlyQpl6X/w4kERr/4fb/4b03YP2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwY33/2yusrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjllGppqxJlVC6ExLDBJesabkVrJNoRuJQsHY4vp357SemDVfywU4SFsRkKHnEKbFOapl+hvG0X674VX8OtEpwTiqQo9Evf/UGiqYxk5YKYkwX+4kNMqItp4JNS73UsITQMRmyrqOSxMwE2fzaKTpzygBFSruSFs3V3xMZiY2ZxKHrjIkdmWVvJv7ndVMbXQcZl0lqmaSLRVEqkFVo9joacM2oFRNHCNXc3YroiGhCrQuo5ELAyy+vklatii+qtfvLSv0mj6MIJ3AK54DhCupwBw1oAoVHeIZXePOU9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifPzmmjuI=</latexit>

s12
<latexit sha1_base64="/jH5OTjQ0X1hrmEG6inf2Xg5wG8=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexGQU8S8OIxgnlAsoTZyWwyZh7LzKwQlvyDFw+KePV/vPk3TpI9aGJBQ1HVTXdXlHBmrO9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMirVhDaJ4kp3ImwoZ5I2LbOcdhJNsYg4bUfj25nffqLaMCUf7CShocBDyWJGsHVSy/SzoDbtlyt+1Z8DrZIgJxXI0eiXv3oDRVJBpSUcG9MN/MSGGdaWEU6npV5qaILJGA9p11GJBTVhNr92is6cMkCx0q6kRXP190SGhTETEblOge3ILHsz8T+vm9r4OsyYTFJLJVksilOOrEKz19GAaUosnziCiWbuVkRGWGNiXUAlF0Kw/PIqadWqwUW1dn9Zqd/kcRThBE7hHAK4gjrcQQOaQOARnuEV3jzlvXjv3seiteDlM8fwB97nDzsrjuM=</latexit>

s13
<latexit sha1_base64="iVsPUOqRPR+m1Xj96KsWH+p/srQ=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBE8ld1W0JMUvHisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJskJZ+h+8eFDEq//Hm//GtN2Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MBHcWM/7RmvrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4ZVSqKWtSJZTuhMQwwSVrWm4F6ySakTgUrB2Ob2d++4lpw5V8sJOEBTEZSh5xSqyTWqaf+bVpv1T2Kt4ceJX4OSlDjka/9NUbKJrGTFoqiDFd30tskBFtORVsWuylhiWEjsmQdR2VJGYmyObXTvG5UwY4UtqVtHiu/p7ISGzMJA5dZ0zsyCx7M/E/r5va6DrIuExSyyRdLIpSga3Cs9fxgGtGrZg4Qqjm7lZMR0QTal1ARReCv/zyKmlVK36tUr2/LNdv8jgKcApncAE+XEEd7qABTaDwCM/wCm9IoRf0jj4WrWsonzmBP0CfPzywjuQ=</latexit>

s14
<latexit sha1_base64="LQnUJJTjBpmbBy0Hz9/bpysOmiM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqezWgp6k4MVjBVsL7VKyabaNzSZLkhXK0v/gxYMiXv0/3vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhYngxnreNyqsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjtlGppqxFlVC6ExLDBJesZbkVrJNoRuJQsIdwfDPzH56YNlzJeztJWBCToeQRp8Q6qW36mV+f9ssVr+rNgVeJn5MK5Gj2y1+9gaJpzKSlghjT9b3EBhnRllPBpqVealhC6JgMWddRSWJmgmx+7RSfOWWAI6VdSYvn6u+JjMTGTOLQdcbEjsyyNxP/87qpja6CjMsktUzSxaIoFdgqPHsdD7hm1IqJI4Rq7m7FdEQ0odYFVHIh+Msvr5J2repfVGt39UrjOo+jCCdwCufgwyU04Baa0AIKj/AMr/CGFHpB7+hj0VpA+cwx/AH6/AE+NY7l</latexit>

s15
<latexit sha1_base64="8Js9WWOl4RQbsVpLnUKsqRS8m4A=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd2o6EkCXjxGMA9IljA7mU3GzGOZmRXCkn/w4kERr/6PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KEs6M9f1vb2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2jUo1oQ2iuNLtCBvKmaQNyyyn7URTLCJOW9Hoduq3nqg2TMkHO05oKPBAspgRbJ3UNL0suJz0SmW/4s+AlkmQkzLkqPdKX92+Iqmg0hKOjekEfmLDDGvLCKeTYjc1NMFkhAe046jEgpowm107QadO6aNYaVfSopn6eyLDwpixiFynwHZoFr2p+J/XSW18HWZMJqmlkswXxSlHVqHp66jPNCWWjx3BRDN3KyJDrDGxLqCiCyFYfHmZNKuV4LxSvb8o127yOApwDCdwBgFcQQ3uoA4NIPAIz/AKb57yXrx372PeuuLlM0fwB97nDz+6juY=</latexit>

v1
<latexit sha1_base64="LIPlE0qN4lTHlsBvTMM5jAUZWgk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqqMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N4US+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx/dxvT1BpHssnM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUnPQzb9YvV9yquwBZJ15OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBM5KvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj9bHDsjF1YZkDBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjakZ61ZuL/3nd1IR3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TgZcITNiagllittbCRtRRZmx+ZRsCN7qy+ukVat6V9Xa43WlfpPHUYQzOIdL8OAW6vAADWgCAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHyuiOog==</latexit>

v2
<latexit sha1_base64="p8g9U5RtV/IhnhXuBOIJp0uCBXc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqqMeCF48VTFtoQ9lst+3SzSbsTgol9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikaeJUM+6zWMa6HVLDpVDcR4GStxPNaRRK3grH93O/NeHaiFg94TThQUSHSgwEo2glf9LLarNeueJW3QXIOvFyUoEcjV75q9uPWRpxhUxSYzqem2CQUY2CST4rdVPDE8rGdMg7lioacRNki2Nn5MIqfTKItS2FZKH+nshoZMw0Cm1nRHFkVr25+J/XSXFwF2RCJSlyxZaLBqkkGJP556QvNGcop5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShzadkQ/BWX14nzVrVu6rWHq8r9Zs8jiKcwTlcgge3UIcHaIAPDAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fzG2Oow==</latexit>

v3
<latexit sha1_base64="Vp/5q6ReYcQTmpevvAhA0UmDIas=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0laUY8FLx4rmFpoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbgol9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N24+Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpZNMMfRZIhLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7VQhjUOBT+HobuY/jVFpnshHM0kxiOlA8ogzaqzkj3t5fdorV9yqOwdZJ96SVGCJZq/81e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgtdTONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8fuyUXFilT6JE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnqVW8m/ud1MhPdBjmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2OelzhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxIFWXG5lOyIXirL6+TVq3q1au1h6tK43oZRxHO4BwuwYMbaMA9NMEHBhye4RXeHOm8OO/Ox6K14CxnTuEPnM8fzfKOpA==</latexit>

v4
<latexit sha1_base64="9ZyIAnYZPUXRB10kb06hojPcBEY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6rHgxWMF0xbaUDbbabt0swm7m0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0qeNUMfRZLGLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7UQhjUKBrXB8P/dbE1Sax/LJTBMMIjqUfMAZNVbyJ72sNuuVym7FXYCsEy8nZcjR6JW+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5iQkyqgxnAmfFbqoxoWxMh9ixVNIIdZAtjp2RS6v0ySBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRaDsjakZ61ZuL/3md1AzugozLJDUo2XLRIBXExGT+OelzhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxEFWXG5lO0IXirL6+TZrXiXVeqj7Vy/SaPowDncAFX4MEt1OEBGuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucPz3eOpQ==</latexit>

v5
<latexit sha1_base64="uwMsYk7z8Y0T9tpT0jG4OXgl71c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkn9PBa8eKxg2kJbyma7aZduNmF3Uiihv8GLB0W8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo4bJk414z6LZaxbATVcCsV9FCh5K9GcRoHkzWB0P/ObY66NiNUTThLejehAiVAwilbyx73setorld2KOwdZJV5OypCj3it9dfoxSyOukElqTNtzE+xmVKNgkk+LndTwhLIRHfC2pYpG3HSz+bFTcm6VPgljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyaZW8m/ue1UwzvuplQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7nPSF5gzlxBLKtLC3EjakmjK0+RRtCN7yy6ukUa14l5Xq41W5dpPHUYBTOIML8OAWavAAdfCBgYBneIU3RzkvzrvzsWhdc/KZE/gD5/MH0PyOpg==</latexit>

v6
<latexit sha1_base64="8Xxz6YjSkZdNTEEAlpTdSE03Ogk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkmV6rHgxWMF0xbaUDbbabt0swm7m0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0qeNUMfRZLGLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7UQhjUKBrXB8P/dbE1Sax/LJTBMMIjqUfMAZNVbyJ72sNuuVym7FXYCsEy8nZcjR6JW+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5iQkyqgxnAmfFbqoxoWxMh9ixVNIIdZAtjp2RS6v0ySBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRaDsjakZ61ZuL/3md1AzugozLJDUo2XLRIBXExGT+OelzhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxEFWXG5lO0IXirL6+TZrXiXVeqjzflei2PowDncAFX4MEt1OEBGuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucP0oGOpw==</latexit>

v7
<latexit sha1_base64="6DFJ/no3YX8qddMthKeo1fAL4m8=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV67HgxWMF0xbaUDbbbbt0swm7k0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0HW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLaNHGqGfdZLGPdDqnhUijuo0DJ24nmNAolb4Xj+7nfmnBtRKyecJrwIKJDJQaCUbSSP+lltVmvVHYr7gJknXg5KUOORq/01e3HLI24QiapMR3PTTDIqEbBJJ8Vu6nhCWVjOuQdSxWNuAmyxbEzcmmVPhnE2pZCslB/T2Q0MmYahbYzojgyq95c/M/rpDi4CzKhkhS5YstFg1QSjMn8c9IXmjOUU0so08LeStiIasrQ5lO0IXirL6+TZrXiXVeqjzfl+m0eRwHO4QKuwIMa1OEBGuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucP1AaOqA==</latexit>

v8
<latexit sha1_base64="fqZyEzk642LzKS1ld+QJ7IfFdCE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7bHgxWMF0xbaUDbbabt0swm7m0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0qeNUMfRZLGLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7UQhjUKBrXB8P/dbE1Sax/LJTBMMIjqUfMAZNVbyJ72sNuuVym7FXYCsEy8nZcjR6JW+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5iQkyqgxnAmfFbqoxoWxMh9ixVNIIdZAtjp2RS6v0ySBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRaDsjakZ61ZuL/3md1AxqQcZlkhqUbLlokApiYjL/nPS5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjaiijJj8ynaELzVl9dJs1rxrivVx5ty/TaPowDncAFX4MEd1OEBGuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucP1YuOqQ==</latexit>

v9
<latexit sha1_base64="KebRrlCsIwhiqCqMGvqjKONQ2mU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkVP24FLx4rmLbQlrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjholTzbjPYhnrVkANl0JxHwVK3ko0p1EgeTMY3c/85phrI2L1hJOEdyM6UCIUjKKV/HEvu5v2SmW34s5BVomXkzLkqPdKX51+zNKIK2SSGtP23AS7GdUomOTTYic1PKFsRAe8bamiETfdbH7slJxbpU/CWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhSHZtmbif957RTD224mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjMPid9oTlDObGEMi3srYQNqaYMbT5FG4K3/PIqaVQr3mWl+nhVrl3ncRTgFM7gAjy4gRo8QB18YCDgGV7hzVHOi/PufCxa15x85gT+wPn8AdcQjqo=</latexit>

v10
<latexit sha1_base64="aQ4X9W5CEKVIgb0ZN6IbiPEZyKo=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWUY8FLx4r2Fpol5JNs21sNlmSbKEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o8La+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaXbITFMcMmallvB2olmJA4FewxHtzP/ccy04Uo+2EnCgpgMJI84JdZJrXEv871pr1zxqt4ceJX4OalAjkav/NXtK5rGTFoqiDEd30tskBFtORVsWuqmhiWEjsiAdRyVJGYmyObXTvGZU/o4UtqVtHiu/p7ISGzMJA5dZ0zs0Cx7M/E/r5Pa6CbIuExSyyRdLIpSga3Cs9dxn2tGrZg4Qqjm7lZMh0QTal1AJReCv/zyKmnVqv5FtXZ/Walf5XEU4QRO4Rx8uIY63EEDmkDhCZ7hFd6QQi/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfPzpUjtw=</latexit>

v11
<latexit sha1_base64="YBPZgIv2p5RBHNjyVV62oqhVTPI=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lUUY8FLx4r2Fpol5JNs21sNlmSbKEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurO9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMirVlDWpEkq3Q2KY4JI1LbeCtRPNSBwK9hiObmf+45hpw5V8sJOEBTEZSB5xSqyTWuNehvG0V674VX8OtEpwTiqQo9Erf3X7iqYxk5YKYkwH+4kNMqItp4JNS93UsITQERmwjqOSxMwE2fzaKTpzSh9FSruSFs3V3xMZiY2ZxKHrjIkdmmVvJv7ndVIb3QQZl0lqmaSLRVEqkFVo9jrqc82oFRNHCNXc3YrokGhCrQuo5ELAyy+vklatii+qtfvLSv0qj6MIJ3AK54DhGupwBw1oAoUneIZXePOU9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifPzvZjt0=</latexit>

v12
<latexit sha1_base64="iNPoUYoXqRr2jI8r9H6Ok+JstlY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWUY8FLx4r2Fpol5JNs21sNlmSbKEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o8La+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaXbITFMcMmallvB2olmJA4FewxHtzP/ccy04Uo+2EnCgpgMJI84JdZJrXEv82vTXrniVb058Crxc1KBHI1e+avbVzSNmbRUEGM6vpfYICPacirYtNRNDUsIHZEB6zgqScxMkM2vneIzp/RxpLQrafFc/T2RkdiYSRy6zpjYoVn2ZuJ/Xie10U2QcZmklkm6WBSlAluFZ6/jPteMWjFxhFDN3a2YDokm1LqASi4Ef/nlVdKqVf2Lau3+slK/yuMowgmcwjn4cA11uIMGNIHCEzzDK7whhV7QO/pYtBZQPnMMf4A+fwA9Xo7e</latexit>

v13
<latexit sha1_base64="NpiImz+ehrsRO0pr0TbhT5oG0zM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ltRT0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJsoWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wucv8zpQqzaR4NLOY+hEeCRYygo2V2tNB6tXng3LFrboLoHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/KEkSUWEIx1r3PDc2foqVYYTTeamfaBpjMsEj2rNU4IhqP11cO0cXVhmiUCpbwqCF+nsixZHWsyiwnRE2Y73qZeJ/Xi8x4a2fMhEnhgqyXBQmHBmJstfRkClKDJ9Zgoli9lZExlhhYmxAJRuCt/ryOmnXql69Wnu4qjSu8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qEJLSDwBM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc+447f</latexit>

v14
<latexit sha1_base64="HLQQzUt91aFbEwYyWClOr+fyk2g=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtRT0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJsoWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wucv8zpQqzaR4NLOY+hEeCRYygo2V2tNB6tXng3LFrboLoHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/KEkSUWEIx1r3PDc2foqVYYTTeamfaBpjMsEj2rNU4IhqP11cO0cXVhmiUCpbwqCF+nsixZHWsyiwnRE2Y73qZeJ/Xi8x4a2fMhEnhgqyXBQmHBmJstfRkClKDJ9Zgoli9lZExlhhYmxAJRuCt/ryOmnXqt5VtfZQrzSu8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qEJLSDwBM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wdAaI7g</latexit>

v15
<latexit sha1_base64="ThSAJgfuOP5RnpXxlQRMotKD2Wk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKezG5zHgxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7MwyMxsIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7Gd5nfnlClmRSPZhpTP8JDwUJGsLFSa9JPvatZv1xxq+4caJV4OalAjka//NUbSJJEVBjCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuolmsaYjPGQdi0VOKLaT+fXztCZVQYolMqWMGiu/p5IcaT1NApsZ4TNSC97mfif101MeOunTMSJoYIsFoUJR0ai7HU0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtQyYbgLb+8Slq1qndRrT1cVurXeRxFOIFTOAcPbqAO99CAJhB4gmd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QNB7Y7h</latexit>
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v1
<latexit sha1_base64="LIPlE0qN4lTHlsBvTMM5jAUZWgk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqqMeCF48V7Ae0oWy2k3bpZhN2N4US+hu8eFDEqz/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpeNUMWyyWMSqE1CNgktsGm4EdhKFNAoEtoPx/dxvT1BpHssnM03Qj+hQ8pAzaqzUnPQzb9YvV9yquwBZJ15OKpCj0S9/9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NnVBnOBM5KvVRjQtmYDrFrqaQRaj9bHDsjF1YZkDBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRYDsjakZ61ZuL/3nd1IR3fsZlkhqUbLkoTAUxMZl/TgZcITNiagllittbCRtRRZmx+ZRsCN7qy+ukVat6V9Xa43WlfpPHUYQzOIdL8OAW6vAADWgCAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gD5/MHyuiOog==</latexit>

v2
<latexit sha1_base64="p8g9U5RtV/IhnhXuBOIJp0uCBXc=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqqMeCF48VTFtoQ9lst+3SzSbsTgol9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YSKFQdf9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikaeJUM+6zWMa6HVLDpVDcR4GStxPNaRRK3grH93O/NeHaiFg94TThQUSHSgwEo2glf9LLarNeueJW3QXIOvFyUoEcjV75q9uPWRpxhUxSYzqem2CQUY2CST4rdVPDE8rGdMg7lioacRNki2Nn5MIqfTKItS2FZKH+nshoZMw0Cm1nRHFkVr25+J/XSXFwF2RCJSlyxZaLBqkkGJP556QvNGcop5ZQpoW9lbAR1ZShzadkQ/BWX14nzVrVu6rWHq8r9Zs8jiKcwTlcgge3UIcHaIAPDAQ8wyu8Ocp5cd6dj2VrwclnTuEPnM8fzG2Oow==</latexit>

v3
<latexit sha1_base64="Vp/5q6ReYcQTmpevvAhA0UmDIas=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0laUY8FLx4rmFpoQ9lsJ+3SzSbsbgol9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N24+Dtj4YeLw3w8y8MBVcG9f9dgobm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikpZNMMfRZIhLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7VQhjUOBT+HobuY/jVFpnshHM0kxiOlA8ogzaqzkj3t5fdorV9yqOwdZJ96SVGCJZq/81e0nLItRGiao1h3PTU2QU2U4EzgtdTONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIN8fuyUXFilT6JE2ZKGzNXfEzmNtZ7Eoe2MqRnqVW8m/ud1MhPdBjmXaWZQssWiKBPEJGT2OelzhcyIiSWUKW5vJWxIFWXG5lOyIXirL6+TVq3q1au1h6tK43oZRxHO4BwuwYMbaMA9NMEHBhye4RXeHOm8OO/Ox6K14CxnTuEPnM8fzfKOpA==</latexit>

v4
<latexit sha1_base64="9ZyIAnYZPUXRB10kb06hojPcBEY=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkkt6rHgxWMF0xbaUDbbabt0swm7m0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0qeNUMfRZLGLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7UQhjUKBrXB8P/dbE1Sax/LJTBMMIjqUfMAZNVbyJ72sNuuVym7FXYCsEy8nZcjR6JW+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5iQkyqgxnAmfFbqoxoWxMh9ixVNIIdZAtjp2RS6v0ySBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRaDsjakZ61ZuL/3md1AzugozLJDUo2XLRIBXExGT+OelzhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxEFWXG5lO0IXirL6+TZrXiXVeqj7Vy/SaPowDncAFX4MEt1OEBGuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucPz3eOpQ==</latexit>

v5
<latexit sha1_base64="uwMsYk7z8Y0T9tpT0jG4OXgl71c=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kkn9PBa8eKxg2kJbyma7aZduNmF3Uiihv8GLB0W8+oO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7a+sbm1Xdgp7u7tHxyWjo4bJk414z6LZaxbATVcCsV9FCh5K9GcRoHkzWB0P/ObY66NiNUTThLejehAiVAwilbyx73setorld2KOwdZJV5OypCj3it9dfoxSyOukElqTNtzE+xmVKNgkk+LndTwhLIRHfC2pYpG3HSz+bFTcm6VPgljbUshmau/JzIaGTOJAtsZURyaZW8m/ue1UwzvuplQSYpcscWiMJUEYzL7nPSF5gzlxBLKtLC3EjakmjK0+RRtCN7yy6ukUa14l5Xq41W5dpPHUYBTOIML8OAWavAAdfCBgYBneIU3RzkvzrvzsWhdc/KZE/gD5/MH0PyOpg==</latexit>

v6
<latexit sha1_base64="8Xxz6YjSkZdNTEEAlpTdSE03Ogk=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkmV6rHgxWMF0xbaUDbbabt0swm7m0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0qeNUMfRZLGLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7UQhjUKBrXB8P/dbE1Sax/LJTBMMIjqUfMAZNVbyJ72sNuuVym7FXYCsEy8nZcjR6JW+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5iQkyqgxnAmfFbqoxoWxMh9ixVNIIdZAtjp2RS6v0ySBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRaDsjakZ61ZuL/3md1AzugozLJDUo2XLRIBXExGT+OelzhcyIqSWUKW5vJWxEFWXG5lO0IXirL6+TZrXiXVeqjzflei2PowDncAFX4MEt1OEBGuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucP0oGOpw==</latexit>

v7
<latexit sha1_base64="6DFJ/no3YX8qddMthKeo1fAL4m8=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV67HgxWMF0xbaUDbbbbt0swm7k0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemEhh0HW/nY3Nre2d3cJecf/g8Oi4dHLaNHGqGfdZLGPdDqnhUijuo0DJ24nmNAolb4Xj+7nfmnBtRKyecJrwIKJDJQaCUbSSP+lltVmvVHYr7gJknXg5KUOORq/01e3HLI24QiapMR3PTTDIqEbBJJ8Vu6nhCWVjOuQdSxWNuAmyxbEzcmmVPhnE2pZCslB/T2Q0MmYahbYzojgyq95c/M/rpDi4CzKhkhS5YstFg1QSjMn8c9IXmjOUU0so08LeStiIasrQ5lO0IXirL6+TZrXiXVeqjzfl+m0eRwHO4QKuwIMa1OEBGuADAwHP8ApvjnJenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucP1AaOqA==</latexit>

v8
<latexit sha1_base64="fqZyEzk642LzKS1ld+QJ7IfFdCE=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV7bHgxWMF0xbaUDbbabt0swm7m0IJ/Q1ePCji1R/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZemAiujet+OxubW9s7u4W94v7B4dFx6eS0qeNUMfRZLGLVDqlGwSX6hhuB7UQhjUKBrXB8P/dbE1Sax/LJTBMMIjqUfMAZNVbyJ72sNuuVym7FXYCsEy8nZcjR6JW+uv2YpRFKwwTVuuO5iQkyqgxnAmfFbqoxoWxMh9ixVNIIdZAtjp2RS6v0ySBWtqQhC/X3REYjradRaDsjakZ61ZuL/3md1AxqQcZlkhqUbLlokApiYjL/nPS5QmbE1BLKFLe3EjaiijJj8ynaELzVl9dJs1rxrivVx5ty/TaPowDncAFX4MEd1OEBGuADAw7P8ApvjnRenHfnY9m64eQzZ/AHzucP1YuOqQ==</latexit>

v9
<latexit sha1_base64="KebRrlCsIwhiqCqMGvqjKONQ2mU=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkVP24FLx4rmLbQlrLZbtqlm03YnRRK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzgkQKg6777aytb2xubRd2irt7+weHpaPjholTzbjPYhnrVkANl0JxHwVK3ko0p1EgeTMY3c/85phrI2L1hJOEdyM6UCIUjKKV/HEvu5v2SmW34s5BVomXkzLkqPdKX51+zNKIK2SSGtP23AS7GdUomOTTYic1PKFsRAe8bamiETfdbH7slJxbpU/CWNtSSObq74mMRsZMosB2RhSHZtmbif957RTD224mVJIiV2yxKEwlwZjMPid9oTlDObGEMi3srYQNqaYMbT5FG4K3/PIqaVQr3mWl+nhVrl3ncRTgFM7gAjy4gRo8QB18YCDgGV7hzVHOi/PufCxa15x85gT+wPn8AdcQjqo=</latexit>

v10
<latexit sha1_base64="aQ4X9W5CEKVIgb0ZN6IbiPEZyKo=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWUY8FLx4r2Fpol5JNs21sNlmSbKEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o8La+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaXbITFMcMmallvB2olmJA4FewxHtzP/ccy04Uo+2EnCgpgMJI84JdZJrXEv871pr1zxqt4ceJX4OalAjkav/NXtK5rGTFoqiDEd30tskBFtORVsWuqmhiWEjsiAdRyVJGYmyObXTvGZU/o4UtqVtHiu/p7ISGzMJA5dZ0zs0Cx7M/E/r5Pa6CbIuExSyyRdLIpSga3Cs9dxn2tGrZg4Qqjm7lZMh0QTal1AJReCv/zyKmnVqv5FtXZ/Walf5XEU4QRO4Rx8uIY63EEDmkDhCZ7hFd6QQi/oHX0sWgsonzmGP0CfPzpUjtw=</latexit>

v11
<latexit sha1_base64="YBPZgIv2p5RBHNjyVV62oqhVTPI=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9lUUY8FLx4r2Fpol5JNs21sNlmSbKEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurO9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjUMirVlDWpEkq3Q2KY4JI1LbeCtRPNSBwK9hiObmf+45hpw5V8sJOEBTEZSB5xSqyTWuNehvG0V674VX8OtEpwTiqQo9Erf3X7iqYxk5YKYkwH+4kNMqItp4JNS93UsITQERmwjqOSxMwE2fzaKTpzSh9FSruSFs3V3xMZiY2ZxKHrjIkdmmVvJv7ndVIb3QQZl0lqmaSLRVEqkFVo9jrqc82oFRNHCNXc3YrokGhCrQuo5ELAyy+vklatii+qtfvLSv0qj6MIJ3AK54DhGupwBw1oAoUneIZXePOU9+K9ex+L1oKXzxzDH3ifPzvZjt0=</latexit>

v12
<latexit sha1_base64="iNPoUYoXqRr2jI8r9H6Ok+JstlY=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqexWUY8FLx4r2Fpol5JNs21sNlmSbKEs/Q9ePCji1f/jzX9j2u5BWx8MPN6bYWZemAhurOd9o8La+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqGZVqyppUCaXbITFMcMmallvB2olmJA4FewxHtzP/ccy04Uo+2EnCgpgMJI84JdZJrXEv82vTXrniVb058Crxc1KBHI1e+avbVzSNmbRUEGM6vpfYICPacirYtNRNDUsIHZEB6zgqScxMkM2vneIzp/RxpLQrafFc/T2RkdiYSRy6zpjYoVn2ZuJ/Xie10U2QcZmklkm6WBSlAluFZ6/jPteMWjFxhFDN3a2YDokm1LqASi4Ef/nlVdKqVf2Lau3+slK/yuMowgmcwjn4cA11uIMGNIHCEzzDK7whhV7QO/pYtBZQPnMMf4A+fwA9Xo7e</latexit>

v13
<latexit sha1_base64="NpiImz+ehrsRO0pr0TbhT5oG0zM=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9ltRT0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJsoWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wucv8zpQqzaR4NLOY+hEeCRYygo2V2tNB6tXng3LFrboLoHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/KEkSUWEIx1r3PDc2foqVYYTTeamfaBpjMsEj2rNU4IhqP11cO0cXVhmiUCpbwqCF+nsixZHWsyiwnRE2Y73qZeJ/Xi8x4a2fMhEnhgqyXBQmHBmJstfRkClKDJ9Zgoli9lZExlhhYmxAJRuCt/ryOmnXql69Wnu4qjSu8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qEJLSDwBM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wc+447f</latexit>

v14
<latexit sha1_base64="HLQQzUt91aFbEwYyWClOr+fyk2g=">AAAB7XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtRT0WvHisYD+gXUo2zbax2WRJsoWy9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2XYP2vpg4PHeDDPzgpgzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpaJIrRFJJeqG2BNORO0ZZjhtBsriqOA004wucv8zpQqzaR4NLOY+hEeCRYygo2V2tNB6tXng3LFrboLoHXi5aQCOZqD8ld/KEkSUWEIx1r3PDc2foqVYYTTeamfaBpjMsEj2rNU4IhqP11cO0cXVhmiUCpbwqCF+nsixZHWsyiwnRE2Y73qZeJ/Xi8x4a2fMhEnhgqyXBQmHBmJstfRkClKDJ9Zgoli9lZExlhhYmxAJRuCt/ryOmnXqt5VtfZQrzSu8ziKcAbncAke3EAD7qEJLSDwBM/wCm+OdF6cd+dj2Vpw8plT+APn8wdAaI7g</latexit>

v15
<latexit sha1_base64="ThSAJgfuOP5RnpXxlQRMotKD2Wk=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKezG5zHgxWME84BkCbOT2WTM7MwyMxsIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbZ5M9aGJBQ1HVTXdXEHOmjet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0jJRhDaJ5FJ1AqwpZ4I2DTOcdmJFcRRw2g7Gd5nfnlClmRSPZhpTP8JDwUJGsLFSa9JPvatZv1xxq+4caJV4OalAjka//NUbSJJEVBjCsdZdz42Nn2JlGOF0VuolmsaYjPGQdi0VOKLaT+fXztCZVQYolMqWMGiu/p5IcaT1NApsZ4TNSC97mfif101MeOunTMSJoYIsFoUJR0ai7HU0YIoSw6eWYKKYvRWREVaYGBtQyYbgLb+8Slq1qndRrT1cVurXeRxFOIFTOAcPbqAO99CAJhB4gmd4hTdHOi/Ou/OxaC04+cwx/IHz+QNB7Y7h</latexit>

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. (a) Our complete tree model: a source with a map, a tree of servers that host items (nodes) and a swap operation between neigboring items. (b) The
node’s tree network implied by the tree T from (a) and the set of swaps needed to interchange the location of v6 and v4. (c) The tree network after the
interchange and swap operations of (b).

requested item, which is basically the depth of the item in the
tree.

The reconfiguration cost is due to the adjustments that an
algorithm performs on the tree. We define the unit cost of
reconfiguration as a swap: a swap means changing position of
an item with its parent. Note that, any two items u, v in the tree
can be interchanged using a number of swaps equal to twice
the distance between them. This can be achieved by u first
swapping along the path to v and then v swapping along the
same path to initial location of u. This interchange operation
results in the tree staying the same, but only u and v changing
locations. We assume that to interchange items, we first need
to access one of them. See Figure 1 for an example of our
model and interchange operation.

Definition 1 (Cost): The cost incurred by an algorithm ALG
to serve a request σ(t) = vi is denoted by cost(ALG(σ(t))),
short cost(t). It consists of two parts, access cost, denoted
acc-cost(t), and adjustment cost, denoted adj-cost(t). We
define access cost simply as acc-cost(t) = vi.dep

(t) since
ALG can maintain a global map and access vi via the shortest
path. Adjustment cost, adj-cost(t), is the total number of swaps,
where a single swap means changing position of an item with
its parent or a child. The total cost, incurred by ALG is then

cost(ALG(σ)) =
∑
t

cost(ALG(σ(t)))

=
∑
t

cost(t) =
∑
t

(acc-cost(t) + adj-cost(t))

Our main objective is to design online algorithms that perform
almost as well as optimal offline algorithms (which know σ
ahead of time), even in the worst-case. In other words, we want
to devise online algorithms which minimize the competitive
ratio:

Definition 2 (Competitive Ratio ρ): We consider the standard
definition of (strict) competitive ratio ρ, i.e.,
ρ = maxσ cost(ON)/cost(OPT) where σ is any input sequence
and where OPT denotes the optimal offline algorithm.
If an online algorithm is constant competitive, independently
of the problem input, it is called dynamically optimal.

Definition 3 (Dynamic Optimality): An (online) algorithm
ON achieves dynamic optimality if it asymptotically matches
the offline optimum on every access sequence. In other words,
the algorithm ON is O(1)-competitive.

We also consider a weaker form of competitivity (similarly
to the notion of search-optimality in related work [14]), and say
that ON is access-competitive if we consider only the access
cost of ON (and ignore any adjustment cost) when comparing
it to OPT (which needs to pay both for access and adjustment).
For a randomized algorithm, we consider an oblivious online
adversary which does not know the random bits of the online
algorithm a priori.

The Self-adjusting Complete Tree Problem considered in
this paper can then be formulated as follows: Find an online
algorithm which serves any (finite or infinite) online request
sequence σ with minimum cost (including both access and
rearrangement costs), on a self-adjusting complete binary tree.

B. Putting the Model into Perspective
Our model above revolves around a single tree, where

requests originate from a root. The practical motivation behind
this model is threefold. First, (dynamic) trees can easily
be realized with optical switches that support (dynamic)
matchings, for example optical spine switches that connect Top-
of-Rack (ToR) switches in dynamic topologies [30]. Second
and most importantly, it has been shown by Avin et al. [7]
that efficient more general demand-aware networks can be
built from such trees which are optimized toward an individual
source: given the individual trees of the different sources in
a demand matrix (called ego-trees in the literature), rooted
at the source, it is possible to construct a constant-degree
topology which interconnects all sources with their destinations,
without significantly distorting the route lengths. Essentially, the
demand-aware network is simply the union of these ego-trees,
where the degree is reduced in a postprocessing step. Since
the original work by Avin et al., this network design principle
has been successfully employed to design a variety of static
and dynamic demand-aware networks, e.g., [7], [9], [10], [12],
[45]. For example, it has been shown that the approach cannot
only be used to minimize route lengths, but also to optimize
other network metrics such as congestion [9]. However, so far,
dynamic demand-aware networks such as ReNets [12] do not
provide any non-trivial competitive guarantees against offline
algorithms, only against static algorithms.

The third motivation behind our model arises in the context
of datastructures. In particular, self-adjusting binary search
trees are rooted trees whose topology dynamically adjusts to
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optimally serve requests originating at the tree’s root. A key
difference is that while datastructures need to be searchable,
networks generally do not have this constraint due to the
presence of routing protocols. That said, it is important to
ensure that routing protocols are implemented efficiently, as in
dynamic topologies there are frequent updates. Accordingly,
we in this paper employ source routing, which we model with
a map at each source node: the map allows us to trivially
access a node (or item) at distance k from the front at a
cost k. Interestingly, while the quest for constant competitive
online algorithms for binary search trees remains a major open
problem [53], we will show in this paper that, under our cost
model, dynamically optimal algorithms for tree networks exist.2

Finally, for simplicity of terminology and due to the con-
nection of our model to datastructure literature, we presented
our abstract model above in terms of servers and items.

III. WARM UP: OPTIMAL FIXED TREES

The key difference between binary search trees and binary
trees is that the latter provides more flexibilities in how items
can be arranged on the tree. Accordingly, one may wonder
whether more flexibilities will render the optimal data structure
design problem algorithmically simpler or harder.

In this section, we consider the static problem variant, and
investigate offline algorithms to compute optimal trees for a
fixed frequency distribution over the items. To this end, we
assume that for each item v, we are given a frequency v.freq,
where

∑
v∈V v.freq = 1.

Definition 4 (Optimal Fixed Tree): We call a tree op-
timal static tree if it minimizes the expected path length∑

i∈[1,n](vi.freq · vi.dep).
Our objective is to design an optimal static tree according

to Definition 4. Now, let us define the following notion of
Most Frequently Used (MFU) tree which keeps items of larger
empirical frequencies closer to the root:

Definition 5 (MFU Tree): A tree in which for every pair
of items vi, vj ∈ V , it holds that if vi.freq ≥ vj .freq then
vi.dep ≤ vj .dep, is called MFU tree.

Observe that MFU trees are not unique but rather, there are
many MFU trees. In particular, the positions of items at the
same depth can be changed arbitrarily without violating the
MFU properties.

Theorem 4 (Optimal Fixed Trees): Any MFU tree is an
optimal fixed tree.
Proof: Recall that by definition, MFU trees have the property
that for all node pairs vi, vj : vi.freq > vj .freq ⇒ vi.dep ≤
vj .dep. For the sake of contradiction, assume that there is
a tree T which achieves the minimum expected path length
but for which there exists at least one item pair vi, vj which
violates our assumption, i.e., it holds that vi.freq > vj .freq but
vi.dep > vj .dep. From this, we can derive a contradiction to
the minimum expected path length: by swapping the positions

2There are self-adjusting binary search trees that are known to be access
optimal [14], but their rearrangement cost it too high.

of items vi and vj , we obtain a tree T ′ with an expected path
length which is shorter by

cost(T, σ)− cost(T ′, σ) = (vi.freq · vi.dep + vj .freq · vj .dep)
− (vi.freq · vj .dep + vj .freq · vi.dep)
> 0

□
MFU trees can also be constructed very efficiently, e.g.,

by performing the following ordered insertion: we insert the
items into the tree T in a top-down, left-to-right manner, in
descending order of their frequencies (i.e., item vi is inserted
before item vj if vi.freq > vj .freq).

IV. ACCESS OPTIMALITY: A WORKING SET LOWER BOUND

For fixed trees, it is easy to see that keeping frequent
items close to the root, i.e., using a Most-Frequently Used
(MFU) policy, is optimal (cf. Appendix). The design of online
algorithms for adjusting trees is more involved. In particular,
it is known that MFU is not optimal for lists [52]. A natural
strategy could be to try and keep items close to the root which
have been frequent “recently”. However, this raises the question
over which time interval to compute the frequencies. Moreover,
changing from one MFU tree to another one may entail high
adjustment costs.

This section introduces a natural pendant to the MFU
tree for a dynamic setting: the Most Recently Used (MRU)
tree. Intuitively, the MRU tree tries to keep the “working set”
resp. recently accessed items close to the root. In this section
we consider online request sequences and show a working set
lower bound for any self-adjusting complete binary tree.

While the move-to-front algorithm, known to be dynamically
optimal for self-adjusting lists [52], naturally provides such a
“most recently used” property, generalizing move-to-front to the
tree is non-trivial. We therefore first show that any algorithm
that maintains an MRU tree is access-competitive. With this
in mind, let us first formally define the MRU tree.

Definition 6 (MRU Tree): For a given time t, a tree T is
an MRU tree if and only if,

vi.dep = ⌊log vi.rank⌋ (1)

Accordingly the root of the tree (level zero) will always
host an item of rank one. More generally, servers in level i
will host items that have a rank between (2i, 2i+1 − 1). Upon
a request of an item, say vj with rank r, the rank of vj is
updated to one, and only the ranks of items with rank smaller
than r are increased, each by 1. Therefore, the rank of items
with rank higher than r do not change and their level (i.e.,
depth) in the MRU tree remains the same (but they may switch
location within the same level).

Definition 7 (MRU algorithm): An online algorithm ON has
the MRU property (or the working set property) if for each
time t, the tree T (t) that ON maintains, is an MRU tree.

The working set lower bound will follow from the following
theorem (Theorem 5) which states that any algorithm that
has the MRU property is access competitive. Recall that an
analogous statement of Theorem 5 is known to be true for a
list [52]. As such, one would hope to find a simple proof that
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holds for complete trees, but it turns out that this is not trivial,
since OPT has more freedom in trees. We therefore present a
direct proof based on a potential function, similar in spirit to
the list case.

Theorem 5: Any online algorithm ON that has the MRU
property is 4 access-competitive.

Proof: Consider the two algorithms ON and OPT. We
employ a potential function argument which is based on
the difference in the items’ locations between ON’s tree and
OPT’s tree. For any server si, we define a pair (si, sj) as
bad on a tree of some algorithm A if si.dep < sj .dep but
si.guest.rank(A) > sj .guest.rank(A), i.e., si is at a lower
level although sj .guest(A) has been accessed more recently.
We observe that any bad pair (si, sj) for si is an ordered
pair, i.e., this pair is not bad for sj . Also note that, for any
server si, si.dep is same on any tree for any algorithm, what
may differ is si.guest resp. si.guest.rank. Since ON has the
MRU property it follows by definition that none of its pairs
are bad. Hence bad pairs appear only on OPT’s tree. Let, for
any algorithm A, αi(A) denote the number of bad pairs for
si in A’s tree. Let Bi(A) be equal to one plus αi(A) divided
by the number of items at level si.dep. More formally,

Bi(A) = 1 +
αi(A)

2si.dep

Define B(A) =
∏n

i=1 Bi(A). Now we define the potential
function Φ = logB(OPT)− logB(ON) which is based on the
difference in the number of bad pairs between ON’s tree and
OPT’s tree. According to our definition, B(ON) = 1 and hence
Φ = logB(OPT). Therefore, from now onwards, we use B
resp. logB instead of B(OPT) resp. logB(OPT). We consider
the occurrence of events in the following order. Upon a request,
ON adjusts its tree, then OPT performs the rearrangements it
requires.

Let the potential at time t be Φ (i.e., before ON’s adjustment,
after serving request σ(t), and before OPT’s rearrangements
between requests t and t + 1) and the potential after ON
adjusted to its tree be Φ′. Then the potential change due to
ON’s adjustment is

∆Φ1 = Φ′ − Φ = logB′ − logB = log
B′

B

We assume that the initial potential is 0 (i.e., no item
was accessed). Since the potential is always positive by
definition, we can use it to bound the amortized cost of
ON, amortized(ON). Consider a request at time t to an
item at depth k in the tree of ON. The access-cost is
cost(t)(ON) = k and we would like to have the following
bound: amortized(t)(ON) ≤ cost(t)(ON) + ∆Φ. Assume that
the requested item σ(t) is at server sr at depth j in OPT’s tree,
so OPT must pay at least an access cost of j. Let k be the
depth of σ(t) in ON tree. First we assume that j < k.

Let us compute the potential after ON updated its MRU
tree. For any server si at depth lower than j i.e., for which
si.dep < j, it holds that

B′
i = 1+α′

i/2
si.dep = 1+ (αi +1)/2si.dep = Bi +1/2si.dep

This is true since the rank of the guest of the last accessed
server, sr, changed (to 1) and hence αi increases by 1 for each

server server si s.t. si.dep < j. Additionally, for all servers
for which si.dep ≥ j (excluding sr), B′

i = Bi. The potential
of the accessed server, sr, will be B′

r = 1, since its guest’s
rank becomes 1. Although due to the access, the rank of some
other items increase by 1, that does not affect the number of
bad pairs. Let the rank of the requested item σ(t) before it was
accessed be σ(t).rank. After the access at time t, the rank of
all the items with rank lesser than σ(t).rank will increase by 1.
Consider any pair (si, sj) before the access of σ(t). We have
already seen what happens if either si or sj is sr. Otherwise
a pair (si, sj) cannot change from bad to good (resp. good to
bad) since if only sj .rank (resp. si.rank) increases by 1, it
cannot be more than that of si (resp. sj).

To compute B′, we use the following inequality.

n∏
i=1

(xi + 1/n) ≤ e

n∏
i=1

xi xi ≥ 1∀i

We prove it below.

n∏
i=1

(xi + 1/n) ≤
n∏

i=1

(xi + xi/n) =

n∏
i=1

(xi(1 + 1/n))

= (1 + 1/n)n
n∏

i=1

(xi) ≤ e

n∏
i=1

xi

where we used the inequality (1 + 1/n)n ≤ e, n ∈ N. Now
we compute B′:

B′ =
n∏

i=1

B′
i =

 ∏
si.dep<j

(Bi +
1

2si.dep
)


 ∏

si.dep≥j
i ̸=r

Bi

B′
r

=

(
j−1∏
p=0

(
2p∏
i=1

(Bi +
1

2p
)

)) ∏
si.dep≥j

i̸=r

Bi

B′
r

≤
(

j−1∏
p=0

eBi

) ∏
si.dep≥j

i̸=r

Bi

B′
r

=
ej

Br

n∏
i=1

Bi =
ej

Br
B

The last line results from multiplying and dividing by Br

and recalling that B′
r = 1. Note that sr.dep = j and j < k.

Since sr.guest is at depth k before the last access in ON’s tree,
its rank is at least 2k. But in the OPT’s tree, at most 2j+1 − 1
elements among those 2k elements are at depth j or less as
OPT’s tree contains no more than 2j+1 − 1 many elements in
the top j levels. So, there are at least (2k)− (2j+1 − 1) many
elements whose rank is more than that of sr.guest and the
depth is more than j in OPT’s tree. Hence,

Br ≥ 1 +
(2k)− (2j+1 − 1)

2j
≥ 2k

2j
= 2k−j
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∆Φ1 = log
B′

B
= log

ejB

BrB
= log

ej

Br

≤ log
ej

2k−j
= j log2 e− (k − j) = j(1 + log2 e)− k

Now we consider j ≥ k. In this case also, for any server
for which si.dep = j′ < j, it holds that B′

i ≤ Bi + 1 and
for all servers for which si.dep ≥ j (excluding sr), B′

i = Bi.
Again B′

r = 1 but Br ≥ 1 since j ≥ k. By similar calculations,
we get B′ 2j

Br
B and then, ∆Φ1 ≤ log 2j = j ≤ 2j − k. To

complete the proof we need to compute the potential change
due to OPT’s rearrangements between accesses. Consider the
potential after OPT adjusted its tree, Φ′′. Then the potential
change due to OPT’s adjustment is

∆Φ2 = Φ′′ − Φ′ = logB′′ − logB′ = log
B′′

B′

The only operation OPT performs is swap i.e., changing
positions between parent and a child. OPT may need to change
positions of items during rearrangement between accesses.
These can always be done using multiple number of swaps,
upwards or downwards or both. Below we compute potential
difference due to such a swap. Let OPT access an item z at sc
from depth k′, raising it to depth k′ − 1 by swapping it with
its parent zp at sp.

For all servers with si.dep = k′ − 1, except sp, B′′
i ≤

B′
i + 1/2k−1 holds, as zp goes to level k′ from k′ − 1 and

may become bad to all the servers at level k′ − 1. For sp,
B′′

p ≤ 2B′
c +

2k
′

2k′−1 = 2B′
c + 2 ≤ 4B′

c, as all the items in
layer k′ may become bad w.r.t. z. Also B′′

c ≤ B′
p Notice that

changes only occur at depth k′ − 1, nothing will change above
or below that.

The computation of B′′ is shown in Table I.
Now we compute the potential change due to OPT’s single

swap:

∆Φ2 = log
B′′

B′ ≤ log 4e < 4

The potential change is less than 4 per swap where OPT
must pay one for that swap. If the number of swaps is m
for the rearrangement of OPT between any two accesses, the
potential change is bounded by 4m. Putting it all together, we
get

amortized(t)(ON) ≤ cost(t)(ON) + ∆Φ1 +∆Φ2

≤ k + (j(1 + log2 e)− k) + 4m

≤ 4(j +m) = 4cost(t)(OPT)

Finally,

cost(ON) =

t∑
cost(t)(ON)

=

t∑
amortized(t)(ON)− (Φ(t) − Φ(0))

≤
t∑

amortized(t)(ON) ≤
t∑

4cost(t)(OPT)

= 4cost(OPT)

□
Based on Theorem 5 we can now show our working set

lower bound:
Theorem 1: Consider a request sequence σ. Any algorithm

ALG serving σ using a self-adjusting complete tree, has cost
at least cost(ALG(σ)) ≥ WS(σ)/4, where WS(σ) is the
working set of σ.

Proof: The sum of the access costs of items from an MRU
tree is exactly WS(σ). For the sake of contradiction assume
that there is an algorithm ALG with cost cost(ALG(σ)) less
than WS(σ)/4. If follows that Theorem 5 is not true. A
contradiction. □

V. DETERMINISTIC ALGORITHM

A. Efficiently Maintaining an MRU Tree

It follows from the previous section that if we can maintain
an MRU tree at the cost of accessing an MRU tree, we will
have a dynamically optimal algorithm. So we now turn our
attention to the problem of efficiently maintaining an MRU tree.
To achieve optimality, we need that the tree adjustment cost
will be proportional to the access cost. In particular, we aim to
design a tree which on one hand achieves a good approximation
of the MRU property to capture temporal locality, by providing
fast access (resp. routing) to items; and on the other hand is
also adjustable at low cost over time.

Let us now assume that a certain item σ(t) = u is accessed at
some time t. In order to re-establish the (strict) MRU property,
u needs to be promoted to the root. This however raises the
question of where to move the item currently located at the
root, let us call it v. A natural idea to make space for u at
the root while preserving locality, is to push down items from
the root, including item v. However, note that simply pushing
items down along the path between u and v (as done in lists)
will result in a poor performance in the tree. To see this, let
us denote the sequence of items along the path from u to v
by P = (u,w1, w2, . . . , wℓ, v), where ℓ = u.dep, before the
adjustment. Now assume that the access sequence σ is such
that it repeatedly cycles through the sequence P , in this order.
The resulting cost per request is in the order of Θ(ℓ), i.e., could
reach Θ(log n) for ℓ = Θ(log n). However, an algorithm which
assigns (and then fixes) the items in P to the top log ℓ levels of
the tree, will converge to a cost of only Θ(log ℓ) ∈ O(log logn)
per request: an exponential improvement.

Another basic idea is to try and keep the MRU property
at every step. Let us call this strategy MAX-PUSH. Consider
a request to item u which is at depth u.dep = k. Initially
u is moved to the root. Then the MAX-PUSH strategy
chooses for each depth i < u.dep, the least recently ac-
cessed (and with maximum rank) item from level i: formally,
wi = argmaxv∈V :v.dep=i v.rank. We then push wi to the
host of wi+1. It is not hard to see that this strategy will
actually maintain a perfect MRU tree. However, items with the
maximum rank in different levels, i.e., wi.host and wi+1.host,
may not be in a parent-child relation. So to push wi to
wi+1.host, we may need to travel all the way from wi.host to
the root and then from the root to wi+1.host, resulting in a cost
proportional to i per level i. This accumulates a rearrangement
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B′′ =
n∏

i=1

B′′
i ≤

 ∏
si.dep<k′−1

(B′′
i )


 ∏

si.dep≥k′

i̸=q

B′′
i

 (B′′
c )(B

′′
p )

 ∏
si.dep=k′−1

i ̸=p

(B′′
i )



≤

 ∏
si.dep<k′−1

(B′
i)


 ∏

si.dep≥k′

i̸=q

B′
i

 (B′
p)(4B

′
c)

 ∏
si.dep=k′−1

i̸=p

(B′
i +

1

2k′−1
)



=

 ∏
si.dep<k′−1

(B′
i)


 ∏

si.dep≥k′

i̸=q

B′
i

 (B′
p)(4B

′
c)

e
∏

si.dep=k′−1
i̸=p

(B′
i)



= 4e

 ∏
si.dep<k′−1

(B′
i)

 ∏
si.dep≥k′

B′
i

 (B′
p)(B

′
c)

 ∏
si.dep=k′−1

i̸=p

(B′
i)


= 4eB′

TABLE I
COMPUTATION OF B′′

Algorithm 1: MOVE-HALF (Upon request to u in tree)

1: access u = s.guest along the tree branches (cost: u.dep)
2: let v be the item with the highest rank at depth

⌊u.dep/2⌋
3: swap u along tree branches to node v (cost: 3

2u.dep)
4: swap v along tree branches to server s (cost: 3

2u.dep)

cost of
∑k

i=1 i > k2/2 to push all the items with maximum
rank at each layer, up to layer k. This is not proportional to
the original access cost k of the requested item and therefore,
leads to a non-constant competitive ratio as high as Ω(log n).

Later, in Section VI, we will present a randomized algorithm
that maintains a tree that approximates an MRU tree at a low
cost. But first, we will present a simple deterministic algorithm
that does not directly maintain an MRU tree, but has cost that
is proportional to the MRU cost and is hence dynamically
optimal.

B. The MOVE-HALF Algorithm

In this section we propose a simple deterministic algorithm,
MOVE-HALF, that is proven to be dynamically optimal. Inter-
estingly MOVE-HALF does not maintain the MRU property
but its cost is shown to be competitive to the access cost on
an MRU tree, and therefore, to the working set lower bound.

MOVE-HALF is described in Algorithm 1. Initially,
MOVE-HALF and OPT start from the same tree (which is
assumed w.l.o.g. to be an MRU tree). Then, upon a request to an
item u, MOVE-HALF first accesses u and then interchanges its
position with node v that is the highest ranked item positioned
at half of the depth of u in the tree. After the interchange the
tree remains the same, only u and v changed locations. See
Figure 1 (b) for an example of MOVE-HALF operation where
v6 at depth 3 is requested and is then interchanged with v4 at
depth 1 (assuming it is the highest rank node in level 1).

The access cost of MOVE-HALF is proportional to the access
cost of an MRU tree.

Theorem 6: Algorithm MOVE-HALF is 4 access-competitive
to an MRU algorithm.

Before going to the proof of Theorem 6, we discuss several
properties of MOVE-HALF. First, we show that whenever any
item v moves down in MOVE-HALF’s tree, its depth is at most
twice plus one when compared to its depth in an MRU tree.

Lemma 1: Whenever some item v moves down to depth
h in MOVE-HALF’s tree, it is at least at depth ⌊h/2⌋ in an
MRU tree.
Proof: Upon a request of some item u, say, from depth h, let v
replace u at depth h in MOVE-HALF’s tree, from depth ⌊h/2⌋.
At the time of this request, v must be the highest ranked item
at depth ⌊h/2⌋ and accordingly, is replaced by u. As the depth
of the root is zero, the total number of items in depth ⌊h/2⌋ is
exactly 2⌊h/2⌋. So v.rank ≥ 2⌊h/2⌋ at the time u is requested.
Accordingly the position of v in an MRU tree is at least at
depth ⌊h/2⌋ (see Equation 1). Therefore, the depth of v in
MOVE-HALF’s tree is at most twice plus one when compared
to its depth in an MRU tree. □ Next, let t = 0 or a time
where an item v was moved down in MOVE-HALF’s tree. Let
t′ > t be the first time that v was requested in σ after time t.
Then we can claim the following:

Claim 1: If the depth of v in MOVE-HALF’s tree is h at
time t′, then its depth in an MRU tree at time t′ is at least
⌊h/2⌋.
Proof: For the case t = 0, since initially v is at the same depth
in both trees, the claim follows trivially. If t > 0, then let
t′′ be the most recent time before t′ that v was moved down.
Then at time t′′, item v was moved from some depth ⌊h/2⌋
to h. At time t′′, according to Lemma 1, the depth of v in
an MRU tree was at least ⌊h/2⌋. Clearly v’s depth remains
unchanged in MOVE-HALF’s tree at time t′, since time t′′ was
the most recent move down of v. Also since we consider the
first request of v after time t, it means that the rank of v could
only increase between t and t′. So its depth in an MRU tree
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could not decrease from ⌊h/2⌋. □
We can now prove Theorem 6.
Proof:[Proof of Theorem 6] We analyze the access costs for

an arbitrary item u during the entire run of the algorithm. Let
t1 be the time of the first request to u during the execution
of σ. Let d1 be the first time that u was moved down by
MOVE-HALF. Then define ti, i > 1 to be the first time after
time di−1 that u is requested. And let di be the first time
after ti that u is moved down by MOVE-HALF. Assume that
the depth of u at time ti is L. Then according to Claim 1 its
depth at an MRU tree is ⌊L/2⌋. Let t1i , t

2
i , . . . , t

j
i denote all

the requests for u between ti and di. A total of j requests to u
without any move down of u by MOVE-HALF. We can bound
the access cost of MOVE-HALF on these requests as follows.
If j = 1 it is L, if j > 1 then:

access(u, t1i , t
j
i )(MOVE-HALF) ≤ L+ ⌊L/2⌋+ ...+ ⌊L/2j−1⌋

≤ 2L

On the other hand the access cost of an MRU algorithm for
the same set of requests is bounded as follows. If j = 1 it is
⌊L/2⌋, if j > 1 then,

access(u, t1i , t
j
i )(MRU) ≥ ⌊L/2⌋+ 1 + 1 + ...+ 1

≥ ⌊L/2⌋+ j − 1 ≥ L/2

Therefore, for each i we have

access(u, t1i , t
j
i )(MOVE-HALF)

access(u, t1i , t
j
i )(MRU)

≤ 4

This leads to the results that the total access cost for u in
MOVE-HALF is 4-competitive to the total access for u in an
MRU tree. Since this is true for each item in the sequence,
MOVE-HALF is 4-access competitive compared to an MRU
tree. □

Theorem 2: MOVE-HALF algorithm is dynamically optimal.
Proof:[Proof of Theorem 2] Using Theorem 5 and Theo-

rem 6, MOVE-HALF is 16-access competitive. It is easy to
see from Algorithm 1 that total cost of MOVE-HALF’s tree
is 4 times the access cost. Considering these, MOVE-HALF is
64-competitive. □

In the coming section we show techniques to maintain
MRU trees cheaply. This is another way to maintain dynamic
optimality.

VI. RANDOMIZED MRU TREES

The question of how, and if at all possible, to maintain
an MRU tree deterministically (where for each request σ(t),
σ(t).depth = ⌊log σ(t).rank⌋) at low cost is still an open
problem. But, in this section we show that the answer is
affirmative with two relaxations: namely by using randomiza-
tion and approximation. We believe that the properties of the
algorithm we describe next may also find applications in other
settings, and in particular data structures like skip lists [22].

At the heart of our approach lies an algorithm to maintain a
constant approximation of the MRU tree at any time. First we
define MRU(β) trees for any constant β.

Definition 8 (MRU(β) Tree): A tree T is called an MRU(β)
tree if it holds for any item u and any time that, u.dep =
⌊log u.rank⌋+ β.
Note that, any MRU(0) tree is also an MRU tree. In particular,
we prove in the following that a constant additive approximation
is sufficient to obtain dynamic optimality.

Theorem 7: Any online MRU(β) algorithm is 4(1 + ⌈β
2 ⌉)

access-competitive.
Proof: According to Theorem 5, MRU(0) trees are 4 access-
competitive. Here we only need to prove it for β > 0. Let
us consider an algorithm ON(β) that maintains an MRU(β)
tree for some β. For each request v that ON(β) needs to serve,
if v.dep = k is an MRU tree, then ON(β) needs to pay, in
the worst case, k + β (while ON(0) will pay k). According to
ON(β), the item of rank 1 is always at depth 0 and the item
of rank 2 is always at level 1. For every level k ≥ 2, we have,
k + β ≤ (1 + ⌈β

2 ⌉)k. For the special case of k = 1, the item
with rank 3 can also be at most at depth 2, so the formula
holds. Overall, using Theorem 5 we have:

cost(ON(β)) ≤ (1 + ⌈β
2
⌉)cost(ON(0)) ≤ 4(1 + ⌈β

2
⌉)cost(OPT)

Hence ON is 4(1 + ⌈β
2 ⌉) access-competitive. □

To efficiently achieve an MRU(β) tree, we propose the
RANDOM-PUSH strategy (see Algorithm 2). This is a simple
randomized strategy which selects a random path starting at
the root, and then steps down the tree to depth k = u.dep
(the accessed item depth), by choosing uniformly at random
between the two children of each server at each step. This
can be seen as a simple k-step random walk in a directed
version of the tree, starting from the root of the tree. Clearly,
the adjustment cost of RANDOM-PUSH is also proportional
to k and its actions are independent of any oblivious online
adversary. The main technical challenge of this section is
proving the following theorem.

Theorem 8: RANDOM-PUSH maintains an MRU(4) (Def-
inition 8) tree in expectation, i.e., the expected depth of the
item with rank r is less than log r + 3 < ⌊log r⌋+ 4 for any
sequence σ and any time t.

To analyze RANDOM-PUSH and eventually prove Theorem
8, we will define several random variables for an arbitrary σ
and time t (so we ignore them in the notation). W.l.o.g., let v
be the item with rank i at time t and let D(i) denote the depth
of v at time t. First we note that by induction, it can be shown
that the support of D(i) is the set of integers {0, 1, . . . , i− 1}.

To understand and upper bound D(i), we will use a Markov
chain Mi over the integers 0, 1, 2 . . . , i− 1, which denote the
possible depths in the RANDOM-PUSH tree, see Figure 2. For
each depth in the chain 0 ≤ j < i− 1, the probability to move
to depth j+1 is 2−j , and the probability to stay at j, is 1−2−j ,
for j = i− 1; it is an absorbing state. This chain captures the
idea that the probability of an item at level j to be pushed
down the tree by a random walk (to level larger than j) is
2−j . The chain does not describe exactly our RANDOM-PUSH
algorithm and D(i), but we will use it to prove an upper bound
on D(i). First, we consider a random walk described exactly
by the Markov chain Mi with an initial state 0. Let ℓ(i, w)
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1
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1
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1 � 1

2i�2

1

1

Fig. 2. The Markov chain Mi that is used to prove Theorem 8 and Lemma 2: possible depths for item of rank i in the complete tree.

denote the random variable of the last state of a random walk
of length w on Mi. Then we can show:

Lemma 2: The expected state of ℓ(i, w) is such that
E[ℓ(i, w)] < ⌈logw⌉+ 1, and E[ℓ(i, w)] is concave in w.

To prove Lemma 2 we use the following corollary.
Corollary 1:

w∑
i=0

(
w

i

)
(
w − 1

w
)w−i · ( 1

w
)i · i = 1

Proof:
w∑
i=0

(
w

i

)
(
w − 1

w
)w−i(

1

w
)ii =

w∑
i=1

(
w

i

)
(
w − 1

w
)w−i(

1

w
)ii

=

w∑
i=1

w!

i! (w − i)!
(
w − 1

w
)w−i(

1

w
)ii

=

w∑
i=1

(w − 1)!

(i− 1)! (w − i)!
(
w − 1

w
)w−i(

1

w
)i−1

=

w−1∑
η=0

(w − 1)!

η! (w − 1− η)!
(
w − 1

w
)w−1−η(

1

w
)η

(substituting i by η + 1)

=

(
1

w
+

w − 1

w

)w−1

= 1

□
Proof:[Proof of Lemma 2] First note that E[ℓ(i, w)] is

strictly monotonic in w and can be shown to be concave using
the decreasing rate of increase: for w1 < w2, E[ℓ(i, w1)] −
E[ℓ(i, w1 − ∆)] ≥ E[ℓ(i, w2)] − E[ℓ(i, w2 − ∆)]. To bound
E[ℓ(i, w)], we consider the state of another random walk,
ℓ′(i, w), that starts on state k = ⌈logw⌉ in a modified chain
M′

i. The modified chain M′
i is identical to Mi up to state k,

but for all states j > k, the probability to move to state j+1 is
1
w > 2−k and the probability to stay at j is w−1

w < 1−2−k. So
clearly the walk on M′

i makes faster progress than the walk on
Mi from state k onward. The expected progress of the walk on
M′

i which starts from state k, is now easier to bound and can
shown to be: E[ℓ′(i, w)] ≤ ∑w

j=0 j
(
w
j

)
(w−1

w )w−j( 1
w )j = 1.

But since ℓ(i, w) starts at state 0, we have E[ℓ(i, w)] <
E[ℓ′(i, w)] ≤ k + 1 = ⌈logw⌉+ 1. □

Next, in Lemma 4, we bound the expected number of times
that v could potentially be pushed down by a random push,
i.e., the number of requests to items at a lower depth than v.
Later we will use this as the length w of the random walk on
Mi. But, to do so we first state the following lemma.

Lemma 3: For every σ, t and i > j, we have that in
RANDOM-PUSH, E[D(i)] > E[D(j)].
Proof: Let u be an item with rank j < i. Hence, it was
requested more recently than v (which has rank i). The
inequality follows from the fact that conditioning that v and u
first reached the same depth (after the last request of u) then
by symmetry their expected progress of depth will be the same
from that point. More formally, let Duv be a random variable
that denotes the depth when u’s depth equals the depth of v
for the first time (since the last request of u where its depth is
set to 0); and −1 if this never happens. Then by the law of
total probability,

E[D(i)] = EDuv
[E[D(i) | Duv]]

=

i−1∑
k=−1

P(Duv = k)

i−1∑
ℓ=0

ℓ · P(D(i) = ℓ | Duv = k)

(and similar for D(j)). But since the random walk (i.e., push)
is independent of the servers’ ranks, we have for k ≥ 0 that
E[D(i) | Duv = k] ≥ E[D(j) | Duv = k]. But additionally
there is the possibility that they will never be at the same
depth (after the last request of u) and that v will always have a
higher depth, so E[D(i) | Duv = −1] > E[D(j) | Duv = −1].
The claim follows. □

Now, let Wi be a random variable that denotes the number
of requests for items with higher depth than v, since v’s last
request until time t. The following lemma bounds the number
of such requests.

Lemma 4: The expected number of requests for items with
higher depth than v, since v was last requested, is bounded by
E[Wi] ≤ 2i− 1.

Proof: We can divide Wi into two types of requests: W>
i

requests for items with higher rank and depth than v at the
time of their request, and W<

i requests for items with lower
rank but higher depth than v at the time of their request. Then
Wi = W>

i +W<
i . Clearly W>

i ≤ i since every such request
increases the rank of v and this happens i times (note that
some of these requests may have lower depth than v). W<

i is
harder to analyze. How many requests for items are there that
have lower rank than v at the time of the request, but are below
v in the tree (i.e., have higher depth than v)? Note that such
requests do not increase v’s rank, but may increase its depth.
Let u be an item with rank j < i, hence u was more recently
requested than v (maybe several times). Let Xj denote the
number of requests for u (since v was last requested) in which
it had a higher depth than v. Then W<

i =
∑i−1

j=1 Xj . We now
claim that E[Xj ] ≤ 1. Assume by contradiction that E[Xj ] > 1.
But then this implies that we can construct a sequence σ′ for
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which the expected depth of u will be larger than the expected
depth of v, contradicting Lemma 3. Putting it all together:

E[Wi] = E[W>
i +W<

i ]

≤ E[i] + E[
i−1∑
n=1

Xn] ≤ i+

i−1∑
n=1

E[Xn] ≤ 2i− 1

□
We recall some of the known results related to Stochastic

Domination [48].
Definition 9 (Stochastic Domination): Let X and Y be two

random variables, not necessarily on the same probability space.
The random variable X is stochastically smaller than Y, denoted
by X ⪯ Y, if P[X > z] ≤ P[Y > z] for every z ∈ R. If
additionally P[X > z] < P[Y > z] for some z, then X is
stochastically strictly less than Y, denoted by X ≺ Y.

Theorem 9 (Stochastic Order): Let X and Y be two random
variables, not necessarily on the same probability space.

1) Suppose X ≺ Y. Then E[U(X)] < E[U(Y)] for any strictly
increasing function U .

2) Suppose X1 ≺ Y1 and X2 ≺ Y2, for four random variables
X1, Y1, X2 and Y2. Then aX1 + bY1 ≺ aX2 + bY2 for any
two constants a, b > 0.

3) Suppose U is a non-decreasing function and X ≺ Y then
U(X) ≺ U(Y).

4) Given that X and Y follow the binomial distribution, i.e.,
X ∼ Bn(n1, p1) and Y ∼ Bn(n2, p2), then X ⪯ Y if and
only if the following two conditions holds: (1− p1)

n1 ≥
(1− p2)

n2 and n1 ≤ n2.
We now have all we need to prove Theorem 8. The proof

follows by showing that E[D(i)] ≤ log i+ 3.
Proof:[Proof of Theorem 8] Let D(i, w) be a random

variable that denotes the depth of v conditioning that there are
w requests of items with higher depth than v, since the last
request for v. Note that by the total probability law, we have
that

E[D(i)] = EWi [E[D(i,Wi)] =

|σ|∑
w=1

P(Wi = w)E[D(i,Wi = w)]

Next we claim that D(i, w) is stochastically less [48] than
ℓ(i, w), denoted by D(i, w) ⪯ ℓ(i, w).

This is true since the transition probabilities (to increase
the depth) in the Markov chain Mi are at least as high as
in the Markov chain that describes D(i, w). The probability
that a random walk to depth higher than v’s depth visits v
(and pushes it down) is exactly 2−j where j is the depth
of v. Since D(i, w) ⪯ ℓ(i, w), it will then follow from
Theorem 9 that E[D(i, w)] ≤ E[ℓ(i, w)]. Clearly we also have
EWi

E[D(i,Wi)] ≤ EWi
E[ℓ(i,Wi)]. Let fi(Wi) = E[ℓ(i,Wi)]

be a random variable which is a function of the random
variable Wi. Recall that fi() is concave, then by Jensen’s
inequality [21] and Lemma 4 we get:

E[D(i)] = EWi
[E[D(i,Wi)]] ≤ EWi

[E[ℓ(i,Wi)]]

= EWi
[fi(Wi)] ≤ fi(E[Wi]) ≤ fi(2i− 1)

= E[ℓ(i, 2i− 1)] ≤ ⌈log 2i⌉+ 1 ≤ log i+ 3

□

Algorithm 2: RANDOM-PUSH (Upon access to u in
tree)

1: access s = u.host along tree branches
(cost: u.dep)

2: let v = s1.guest be the item at the current root
3: move u to the root server s1, setting s1.guest = u

(cost: u.dep)
4: employ RANDOM-PUSH to shift down v to depth s.dep

(cost: u.dep)
5: let w be the item at the end of the push-down path,

where w.dep = s.dep
6: move w to s, i.e., setting s.guest = w

(cost: u.dep× 2)

It now follows almost directly from Theorems 7 and 8 that
RANDOM-PUSH is dynamically optimal.

Theorem 3: The RANDOM-PUSH algorithm is dynamically
optimal on expectation.

Proof: Let the t-th requested item have rank rt, then
the access cost is D(rt). According to the RANDOM-PUSH
(Algorithm 2), the total cost is 5D(rt) which is five times the
access cost on the MRU(4) tree. Formally, using Theorem 7
and Theorem 8, the expected total cost is:

E [cost(RANDOM-PUSH)] = E

[
t∑

i=1

5D(ri)

]

= 5

t∑
i=1

E [D(ri)] ≤ 5

t∑
i=1

(log(ri) + 3)

≤ 5

t∑
i=1

(⌊log(ri)⌋+ 4) ≤ 5

t∑
i=1

cost(t)(MRU(4))

≤ 5 · cost(MRU(4)) = 60 · cost(OPT)

□

VII. WORKING EXAMPLES OF OUR ALGORITHMS

In this section, we provide an example how our algorithms
work on actual requests. Recall the definition of the working
set and the rank of an item. We consider a complete binary
tree of 15 servers hosting 15 items such that initially server
i hosts item i. In our initial configuration item 1 is at the
root of the tree and for any internal item (node) i, its left
child is item 2i and right child is item 2i + 1. This initial
configuration is obtained by serving a request sequence of
items (1, 2, · · · , 15) . Accordingly the working set for item j
is {1, 2, · · · , j − 1, j} and hence the rank of item j is j. If
item i has rank j, we denote it by (i, j). See Figure 3 (a)) for
the initial configuration of the tree. First we show an example
for MOVE-HALF (Algorithm 1).
Working of MOVE-HALF (Algorithm 1): Consider the initial
configuration mentioned above and assume the next three
requests are for items 10, 15, 15. Consider the request 10. Note
that the ranks of items 1 to 9 increase by 1 each, as 10 is added
to the working set of each of them. As the working set of 10
becomes {10}, its rank becomes 1. Observe that, for items 11 to
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15, the rank remains the same as 10 was already present in the
working sets according to our initial configuration. Before the
request, item 10 was at depth 3, so according to the algorithm,
it needs to swap place with the highest-ranked item at depth
⌊ 3
2⌋ which is item 3. Figure 3 (b) shows the new configuration

after the swap, and the path between items 10 and 3. Next
item 15 is requested. The ranks of items 1 to 14 increase by 1
each, as 15 is added to the working set of each of them. The
working set of 15 becomes {15}, so its rank becomes 1. Item
15 was at depth 3 before the request and hence it changes
position with item 2 which was the highest-ranked item at
depth 1 as shown in Figure 4 (a). Finally, item 15 is requested
again. Since no new item is added to any of the items’ working
sets, the rank remains the same for all items. However, item
15 changes position with item 1 by moving up from depth 1
to depth 0 (see Figure 4 (b)).
Working of RANDOM-PUSH(Algorithm 2): We consider the
same initial configuration (see Figure 5 (a)). Let us assume
that item 10 which is at depth 3, is the next request we need
to serve. As before, the rank of 10 becomes 1 and the ranks
of all items from 1 to 9 increase by 1. The other ranks remain
the same. Algorithm RANDOM-PUSHpushes the item that is
at the root (item 1 in this case) along a random path from
the root to depth 3. Figure 5 presents on example where the
random path ended at item 9 so item 1 moves down to depth
1, item 2 moves down to depth 2, item 4 moves down to depth
3 and item 4 occupies the server where item 9 was hosted.
Now item 9 moves to the server which hosted item 10 at the
same depth 3 (since the host server of item 10 is vacated) and
item 10 is moved to the root of the tree where item 1 was
hosted (shown using red curved lines in Figure 5). Note that,
the items position changes do not happen along the curved
paths in the figure; these changes happen along the tree edges
only using swaps.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Given the explosive growth of communication traffic, great
efforts have been made over the last years to improve the
efficiency and performance of networks, especially in the
context of datacenters. While traditionally, datacenter network
topologies are static and oblivious to the traffic they serve [1],
[31], [38], [39], [41], [49], [50], [57], emerging reconfigurable
optical technologies enable more dynamic topologies [27], [32].
Dynamic but demand-oblivious topologies such as RotorNet,
Opera and Sirius [13], [43], [44] provide periodic direct
connectivity which saves bandwidth and can significantly
improve throughput; dynamic and demand-aware topologies
such as ProjecToR [29], [40], ReNets [12], SplayNets [46],
[47] as well as many others [8], [20], [25], [26], [29], [33],
[34], [36], [51], [54], [59] allow to optimize the topology even
further, e.g., to optimally serve elephant flows. It has recently
been demonstrated by the Cerberus architecture [30] that the
best topology is often a combination of these technologies,
which depends on the traffic pattern.

Our focus in this paper is on such dynamic demand-aware
topologies. In particular, we follow the approach by Avin et
al. who showed that efficient demand-aware networks can be

built from ego-trees [7], [9], [12], [45]. However, so far it
is only known how to build such demand-aware networks
that provide static optimality guarantees [12]. With this paper,
we presented a building block for competitive demand-aware
networks, a constant-competitive ego-tree, which can be used
to enhance existing systems such as ReNets [12].

The self-adjusting tree networks considered in this paper
feature an interesting connection to self-adjusting datastruc-
tures. Interestingly, while we have shown in this paper that
dynamically optimal algorithms for tree networks exist, the
quest for constant competitive online algorithms for binary
search trees remains a major open problem [53]. Nevertheless,
there are self-adjusting binary search trees that are known to be
access optimal [14], but their rearrangement cost it too high.

In the following, we review this related work on datastruc-
tures in more details.
Dynamic List Update: Linked List (LL). The dynamically
optimal linked list datastructure is a seminal [52] result in the
area: algorithms such as Move-To-Front (MTF), which moves
each accessed item to the front of the list, are known to be
2-competitive, which is optimal [2], [5], [52]. We note that the
Move-To-Front algorithm results in the Most Recently Used
property where items that were more recently used are closer
to the head of the list. The best known competitive ratio for
randomized algorithms for LLs is 1.6, which almost matches
the randomized lower bound of 1.5 [4], [55].
Binary Search Tree (BST). In contrast to CTs, self-
adjustments in BSTs are based on rotations (which are
assumed to have unit cost). While BSTs have the working set
property, we are missing a matching lower bound: the Dynamic
Optimality Conjecture, the question whether splay trees [53]
are dynamically optimal, continues to puzzle researchers even
in the randomized case [3]. On the positive side, over the last
years, many deep insights into the properties of self-adjusting
BSTs have been obtained [19], including improved (but non-
constant) competitive ratios [16], regarding weaker properties
such as working sets, static, dynamic, lazy, and weighted,
fingers, regarding pattern-avoidance [18], and so on. It is also
known (under the name dynamic search-optimality) that if the
online algorithm is allowed to make rotations for free after
each request, dynamic optimality can be achieved [14]. Known
lower bounds are by Wilber [56], by Demaine et al. [23]’s
interleaves bound (a variation), and by Derryberry et al. [24]
(based on graphical interpretations). It is not known today
whether any of these lower bounds is tight.
Unordered Tree (UT). We are not the first to consider
unordered trees and it is known that existing lower bounds
for (offline) algorithms on BSTs also apply to UTs that use
rotations: Wilber’s theorem can be generalized [28]. However,
it is also known that this correspondance between ordered and
unordered trees no longer holds under weaker measures such
as key independent processing costs and in particular Iacono’s
measure [35]: the expected cost of the sequence which results
from a random assignment of keys from the search tree to the
items specified in an access request sequence. Iacono’s work is
also one example of prior work which shows that for specific
scenarios, working set and dynamic optimality properties are
equivalent. Regarding the current work, we note that the
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Fig. 3. (a) Initially each server i hosts item i with rank i, denoted by (i, i). (b) Item 10 is requested in the sequence. The red path shows the exchange of the
position of item 10 with the highest-ranked item at depth 1, i.e., item 3.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. (a) Item 15 is requested in the online sequence. The red path shows the exchange of position of item 15 with the highest ranked item at depth 1, i.e.,
item 2. (b) Again 15 comes up in the online sequence. The red path shows the exchange of position of item 15 with the highest-ranked item at depth 0, i.e.,
item 1.

1,1
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. (a) Initially each server i hosts item i with rank i and it is denoted by (i, i). (b) Item 10 is requested in the online sequence. Red path along the tree
edges shows the random push and curve paths indicate movement of item 9 to the position of item 10 and of item 10 to the root.

reconfiguration operations in UTs are more powerful than the
swapping operations considered in our paper: a rotation allows
to move entire subtrees at unit costs, while the corresponding
cost in CTs is linear in the subtree size. We also note that in
our model, we cannot move freely between levels, but moves
can only occur between parent and child. In contrast to UTs,
CTs are bound to be balanced.

Skip List (SL) and B-Trees (BT). Intriguingly, although SLs
and BSTs can be transformed to each other [22], Bose et
al. [17] were able to prove dynamic optimality for (a restricted
kind of) SLs as well as BTs. Similarly to our paper, the authors
rely on a connection between dynamic optimality and working
set: they show that the working set property is sufficient for

their restricted SLs (for BSTs, it is known that the working
set is an upper bound, but it is not known yet whether it is
also a lower bound). However, the quest for proving dynamic
optimality for general skip lists remains an open problem: two
restricted types of models were considered in [17], bounded
and weakly bounded. In the bounded model, the adversary
can never forward more than B times on a given skip list
level, without going down in the search; and in the weakly
bounded model, the first i highest levels contain no more than∑i

j=0 B
j items. Optimality only holds for constant B. The

weakly bounded model is related to a complete B-ary tree
(similar to our complete binary tree), but there is no obvious or
direct connection between our result and the weakly bounded
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optimality. Due to the relationship between SLs and BSTs,
a dynamically optimal SL would imply a working set lower
bound for BST. Moreover, while both in their model and ours,
proving the working set property is key, the problems turn out
to be fundamentally different. In contrast to SLs, CTs revolve
around unordered (and balanced) trees (that do not provide a
simple search mechanism), rely on a different reconfiguration
operation (i.e., swapping or pushing an item to its parent comes
at unit cost), and, as we show in this paper, actually provide
dynamic optimality for their general form. Finally, we note
that [17] (somewhat implicitly) also showed that a random
walk approach can achieve the working set property; in our
paper, we show that the working set property can even be
achieved deterministically and without maintaining MRU.
Heaps and Paging. More generally, our work is also reminis-
cent of online paging models for hierarchies of caches [58],
which aim to keep high-capacity nodes resp. frequently
accessed items close to each other, however, without accounting
for the reconfiguration cost over time. Similar to the discussion
above, self-adjusting CTs differ from paging models in that in
our model, items cannot move arbitrarily and freely between
levels (but only between parent and child at unit cost).

IX. CONCLUSION

Our paper opens interesting avenues for future research.
On the theoretical front, it remains to determine the (non-
asymptotical) optimal competitive ratio, either by closing the
gap with a matching lower bound, or by improving our upper
bound. On the practical front, it would be interesting to evaluate
the performance of our algorithms when used to support (as
ego-trees) existing networks such as ReNets. In this context
and also more generally, it would further be interesting to study
the empirical competitive ratio achieved by our algorithms for
existing benchmarks and under realistic workloads. The latter
will also require a methodological contribution, as the offline
problem is not well-understood and computing the optimal
offline solution seems computationally complex.
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